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Governor cuts· proposed tuition increase 
NICOLE KING 
NEWS EDITOR 
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush's budget proposal 
tuition bas released on Feb. 2 cuts the Board of Regents' suggested 10 percent 
risen 24 tuition increase for all Florida uni-
versities to 6.5 percent. Florida's 
percent tuition has gone up an aggregate of 
24 percent over the past three years. 
over the The highest increase the BOR 
last three can ask for in one year is 10 percent. Bush considered the BOR's request, 
years passed in July, and included his own 
recommendation in his proposal. 
Bush's budget must be approved by 
SGA candidates 
take questions 
during forum 
SHELLEY WILSON 
STAFF WRITER 
the Florida Legislature, but more 
than likely will pass . 
"My guess is that the governor's 
recommendations will have a lot of 
weight with the Legislature. This is 
the first time in a long time the gov-
emor and the Legislature have both 
been Republicans," Kevin Mayeux, 
executive director of the Florida 
Student Association, said. 
This is also the first time a gov-
emor has given the BOR the option 
to divide the increase among Florida 
universities. If they choose not to do 
so, the increase will be longitudinal 
meaning every school will have a 
6.5 percent increase. 
According to Mayeux, there are 
' ' 
two ways the increase may be 
accomplished. The universities may 
We should not pay varying amounts of the increase, 
some schools may have a larger just role over and increase than others depending on 
how the Board decides it should be take it. There are 
divided. 
Or, universities could stop charg- much better 
ing a flat rate for all classes and start solutions ... 
pricing classes depending on what 
they cost to provide. Mayeux said -Senator David Siegel 
students may see a financial differ-
SGA, Page 2 
SHELLEY WILSON 
Kaplan offers 
free graduate 
practice tests 
ERINN FOURNIER 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Students who want to attend graduate 
school can take a practice GRE, MCAT, 
LSAT, or GMAT test for free on Feb. 13 
at UCF. 
Kaplan, a test preparation company, 
will administer the exams starting at 10 
a.m. at the Health and Physics Building 
(HPB). To sign up, students should call 
1-800-KAPTEST or 273-1111. The prac-
tice tests are recommended to juniors but 
anyone preparing for graduate school is 
welcome. 
Student Government president and vice pres-
ident candidates had the opportunity to answer 
questions from UCF students last Thursday dur-
ing a candidate forum. 
Dr. Tom Huddleston, interim vice president 
of student development and enrollment services, 
mediated the forum and asked each candidate the 
same questions with a one-minute time limit for 
their responses. The candidates then answered 
questions from students in the audience. 
Top, student body president and vice president hopefuls participated in a candidate forum on 
Thursday to address questions ranging from their qualifications to their plans if elected. 
Above, audience members took part in the forum by asking questions of the candidates. 
A computer will score the tests and 
students can pick up the results the fol-
lowing Wednesday. The scoring method 
breaks the results into sections telling 
students what areas of the test they need 
to study in order to improve their scores. 
People will be available to help students 
interpret their scores and determine how 
to study based on their results. 
Their feelings about the Board of Regents' 
proposed l 0 percent tuition increase was one of 
the topics of discussed at the forum. 
"The tuition proposal is the highest percent-
Job surfing 
Career Resource Center 
works to help students 
find a job. 
-PAGE 7 
age they could increase it. I think it's 
ridiculous that our tuition should be going 
up that much," presidential candidate 
Jaime Halscott said. 
Darin Patton, also a candidate for 
president, said his thoughts about the 
increase and may not be what students 
Saints or sinners? 
Visiting preachers stir 
controversy among 
student body. 
-OPINION PAGE 10 
want to hear. 
"I will be in favor of whatever will 
keep the tuition down, but students still 
will only pay a quarter of whatever it 
costs to attend this university," Patton 
ACTIVITY, Page 4 
Under what conditions 
would you approve a 
tuition increase at UCF? 
Our weekly Q&A. 
Jason Moyer runs Kaplan's local cen-
ter and graduated from UCF in 1998. He 
recommends students take advantage of 
the free testing services. 
"A lot of students typically have 
problems with section four of the LSAT, 
TEST, Page 8 
Register online to win 
fre~ movie passes to 
Playing by Heart 
www.UCFfuture.com 
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SGA leaders calling for l_etter writing campaign 
FROM PAGE 1 
ence between taking a chemistry class 
and an English class. 
Mayeux said he doubted the Board 
would break up the increase for this year 
because the budget is due by July 1. 
"Since it is so late in the year, I think 
more than likely everyone will have a 6.5 
percent increase for this academic year 
and the division will go into effect next 
year," he said. 
David Siegel, chair of UCF's 
Organizations, Appropriations and 
Finance Committee, said the board's 10 
percent proposal was a bargaining posi-
tion. 
"I don't swallow this that the universi-
ty system is broke," he said. "At this 
point, my position is no more increases 
until we take a good look at priorities. It's 
time to say 'Stop the madness.' I'm per-
sonally tired of the increases, it has just 
been going up and up and up. 
"We should notjust roll over and take 
it. There are much better solutions than a 
6.5 percent increase down from 10 per-
cent, 'Oh we should be so happy.'" 
Fred Piccolo, director of 
Governmental Affairs, said a possible 
explanation for three years of increases is 
that Florida's tuition is ranked about 48th 
in the nation. Piccolo said the BOR is 
concerned about the state system looking 
cheap in comparison to other U.S. uni-
versities and they want to raise costs to 
get tuition to be about the average. 
Ultimately, Piccolo said, the BOR 
wants to "divert what they are getting at 
the larger schools to the community col-
leges and restrict access to the four-year 
universities to have them be more selec-
tive." 
Florida Statutes subsection 
204.209(3)(E), commonly known as the 
25175 law, states that students can pay no 
more than 25 percent of what it costs to 
provide undergraduate education to stu-
dents. According to Mayeux, the state is 
currently at 23.5 percent. 
Piccolo said members of the Florida 
Student Association suggested to him that 
the cost of undergraduate education may 
be raised by expanding programs and 
increasing funding and hiring programs 
to allow room for a tuition increase and 
still be in compliance with 25/75. 
University officials are calling the. 
possible increase necessary. 
"While increases are never welcome, 
resident Florida undergraduates at state 
university system institutions should 
understand that they pay less for their 
education than their counterparts in every 
state except Idaho," Dean McFall, direc-
tor of Public Relations, said .. "Even with 
an increase, students will be receiving 
more value for their dollar than others 
will receive a_lmost anywhere else." 
University Provost Gary Whitehouse 
agreed with McFall. "Florida's tuition is 
among the lowest in the country and 
increases are necessary to assure contin-
ued improvement in the quality of our 
education. If the increase is approved, it 
will be used wisely and will benefit our 
student body." 
Mayeux said he is working to keep the 
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increase at the lowest level possible. "If 
the BOR's 10 percent increase is passed, 
seniors next year will be paying 36 per-
cent more than when they started col-
lege." 
Mayeux is encouraging students and 
parents to call and write members of the 
House of Representatives' Education 
Appropriations Committee and the 
Senate's Budget Subcommittee for 
Education to let them know their feelings 
about the increase. Students may also e-
mail legislators by logging on to the 
FSA's website at www.FSAl.org (Don't 
put a period after this because it screws 
up the address) 
Mayeux is also orchestrating a 
statewide campaign to send information 
to key Student Government members 
across the state to organize the campuses. 
Siegel suggested students write letters 
to legislators and avoid writing the stan-
dard form letters because "they [legisla-
tors] just throw them away." 
Other universities have chosen more 
creative ways to convey their discontent. 
At the University of South Florida, 
students will hold a Ramon Noodle Fest, 
sending packets of Ramon noodles along 
with letters to legislators saying that noo-
dles will be the only thing they can afford 
to eat if the increase is passed. 
"Hopefully with this sort of grassroots 
· involvement, a smaller hike will be 
passed, or they will keep it at the same 
level," Mayeux said. 
The Florida Legislature is expected to 
decide the matter during its next session 
in March and April 1999. 
' The Florida Student Association 
reported f?Otential effects to students 
by Gov. jeb Bush•s Budget Proposal: 
•Tuition to increase 65 percent over the 
current year, instead of the Board of 
Regent's . proposed JO percent. 
•The Board of Regents{BOR}Js to be 
given ''flexibilfty" in terms of differential 
·tuition. 
•An increase of $61.3 million in state 
(< •• Qpera,flonal f!,tnds for t~~ sta:r ,ynJv~rsJty 
system. 
•$57.2 million j,n lump sum funding is gjven 
*to the.SOR for graduate and uhdergradui-
ate education. The formula distributing 
these.fynqs will be determined by the 
BO~ • · 
·~right Futures Schol.arship Program is 
fully fynded witj;} an 'extra $ to milllon in 
lottery funds to maintain funding for all 
, .eligible stucf.e11ts duriilg the 1'99-2000 
academic year. Bush is expect~d to raise 
the standards to the program next year 
to limit etigibility. r~ 
•Increased financial aid with .$CJ million 
added·t~ the Florida Stiident;;t\ssis~nce 
Grants Program, increasing the award to 
$I, 100 per gualified ~pplican~ 
•Adc!ing $200 million ~o caver Public 
Educational <;::apital Outlay shortfalls, 
maki(Jg ~.605.~ million ayailab~~Jor edu(;:a-
tional faetlities. 
; •Adgi~$ $7.5 million to state ttniversities 
f,m fotctiticat"M~Jntenan~e needs: plus $20 
rriJJlion in non~recur;dogJunds'"'.to iniRrove 
~.fh~t;;~l.itv¢rs,jl~f~rJIJ~~s · . ~· 
:.:.·· 
want notes?? 
onlinenotes.com 
lecture notes. 
online, all the time. 
• ANT2301 
• CHM1020 
• CHM2046 
• FIN3403 . 
• GEB3031 
• MAC1104 
• PSC1121 
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Br STACEY COPELAND . 1 
Q: Under 
what circumsta-nces 
would you approve a .. 
tuition increase at U, 
A: 
< 
,,>i'<. ·.·. W·t:'· __ 'kt .. ·· .. · ........ . 
' ilt.rtH.ey paid ·tne 't~~c lers oe 
ter: tool< out the porra-tJlesi. g~ve·· 
more benefits to the stUGtenes, . 
and adoed a blgg(3r gym . .and: 
1
," 
more recreatlon:~l't facHities.4r 
-Laura Snell, 19, Spanish and political science 
- - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - -
-----~- ---~~ ...-.--..,., ____ __ UVll:LIU'-11 T 
CLEANERS 
30 WEST BROADWAY 
(407) 365-3 1 1 3 
ALAFAYA SQUARE 
SHOPPING CENTER 
(407) 366-1625 
On your nextS10.oo Dry Cleaning order. 
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order. 
One Gift Certificate per visit please. 
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Activity and Service Fee increased a topic at forum 
FROM PAGE 1 
said. "Compared to other state university 
systems, as far as funding goes and the 
amount of money we pay here, we are get-
ting the best deal in the nation." 
An increase or decrease in the Activity 
and Service Fee was also a topic addressed 
by the candidates. 
"I don't really favor an increase, but I 
also don't think a decrease will be doing 
anybody good service," Mike Slatton, a can-
didate for president, said. "If we're not using 
the funds every year and the funds roll over 
for next year that will be fine. Somebody 
will benefit from the fund next year, but_ if 
you decrease the fee somebody will be cut 
from it." 
"I definitely don't favor an increase in 
the fee," said presidential candidate John 
Deeb. "There1s a lot of money right now 
that's not being spent properly because if it 
was spent properly there wouldn't be a need 
to increase the fees at all." 
According to presidential candidate 
Jaime Halscott, a decrease in the fee is not 
permitted in the statutes. 
"In the Florida Statutes there's no provi-
sion for decreasing the Activity and Service 
Fee. There is only recommendations for an 
increase," he said. "In a few years we will be 
opening up a multi-million dollar recreation 
services building that will cost thousands of 
dollars just to run e:'ery year. We're going to 
need an increase eventually." 
Supporting four-year term limits for sen-
ators was a split decision between the candi-
dates with two tickets opposing and two 
supporting. 
"There's a lack of continuity in the lead-
ership of Student Government. If you have 
term limits, you make continuity harder to 
achieve. If someone wants to serve five, six, 
or seven years that's great because we need 
that experience in our Senate," Slatton said. 
Patrick Dougan and John Deeb are not 
in favor of term limits for senators and said 
they want to represent the students that they 
feel members of Student Government have 
the perception of UCF as a being a great 
school will become a reality." 
Deeb said their ticket's connections to 
the students would help carry their adminis-
tration. 
"We feel we're in touch with the com-
mon student, not the ones that are in Student 
Government iight now," he said. "We want 
to help the concerns of the common student 
and get what they need done." 
not been representing. 
' ' 
The issue of the 
possible merger of CAB 
and SGA Productions 
was addressed by all the 
candidates. The ques-
tion of CAB being the 
original duty and 
responsibility of the 
Office of Student 
Activities was also 
addressed. 
I don 'f really favor 
an increase, but I 
also don't think a 
decrease will be 
doing anybody 
good service. 
"We support term 
limits because more 
students will be getting 
involved and get a feel 
of what Student 
Government is about. 
The senators that want 
to stay can always vol-
unteer for Student 
Government because 
there are plenty of vol-
unteer opportunities," 
Patrick Dougan, candi-
"They all work 
-Presidential candidate under Student 
date for vice president, 
said. 
Huddleston asked the candidates how 
they would foster collaboration between 
faculty, staff, and students of the university 
as the first administration of the next rnillen-
nium. 
"One of our biggest platform ideas on 
how to get the University of Central Florida 
.together is bringing in an education and 
leadership series for each major," -Fred 
Piccolo said. "By bringing in leaders from 
each field and letting them sit down with the 
majors in that field and work together on a 
project will make UCF more known so that 
Mike Slatton Government by receiv-
ing the Activity and 
Service Fee which is 
allocated by the Student Government. l 
don't think there should be strife between 
these organizations. The bottom line is we 
need to fund good programs," Charlie Lee 
said. 
Halscott and Lee's participation on the 
committee for the merger was also ques-
tioned by members of the audience. 
"Whatever is going on between CAB 
and SGA is going on regardless of me," 
Halscott said. "I'm just a person that sits on 
the committee to make sure the merger is 
smooth. As far as I know, there's only been 
two meetings of that committee and one of 
them was to determine when to meet again." 
Questions regarding Patton's previous 
administration as student body president in 
1995 arose. There were.questions about his 
alleged cutting of club spending and minor-
ity organizations, which Patton said is a 
rumor. 
"I have never made a motion to cut a 
club or an organization. Many minority 
organizations had their funding -increased 
the year I left office. That was the exact 
committee I served on," Patton said. "I am 
in favor of funding any organization, minor-
ity or otherwise, if it is producing programs 
that are enhancing student life." 
Candidates Slatton and Piccolo were 
questioned about their experience for the 
job. Neither have served on the Senate. 
"I have spent the past three years in 
Washington and Tallahassee lobbying," 
Piccolo said. "I have sat through House of 
Representative and Senate meetings, includ-
ing here at UCF, so I do know how they're 
run. I believe that just because you are not 
on Senate does not mean you're not quali-
fied to run the Senate." 
· Students also asked Deeb and Dougan 
how they can serve UCF with little Student 
Government experience. 
"We want to take the outsiders approach 
and revise the current Student 
Government," Dougan said. "We've ana-
lyzed the budget and see a lot of funds 
going where they shouldn't be going. The 
Student Government now is not as effective 
for the students as it should be." 
Student government elections will be 
held Feb. 16 and 17. 
: : ..... : ..... : : ..... : ..... : : ..... : ..... : : .... .: ..... : : ..... : ..... : : ..... : .. ··. : :.····!····: : 5: .. :·5·:::: : ==··:·!·:::: i ::··:·!·:::: : :: :•:•: .. : i i: .. :·!·: 
a a a a a HH •a : : : : :Ha •• : : : : :Ha •a : : : : :Ha •• : : : : :•H •a : : : : ;Ha •a : : : a :·· a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a I 
.. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 
Election dates: 
2/16 6 2/17 
Where: Student Union, 
Health and Physi·cs, 
Business Administration, 
and Education build_ings From 10:00am-7:00pm -
Constitutional Amendment #1 (Enumeration of Student 
Body Entitlements) 
Article I The Student Body 
(Add Section V. Entitlements) 
Each Activity and Service Fee paying student at the 
University of Central Florida is entitled to fully 
participate in the Student Government process 
including but not limited to voting in Student 
Government Elections, requesting Activity and Service 
Fee funds, and running for any elected office without 
exception or restriction so long as he/she meets the 
minimum University of Central Florida requirements as 
stated in the UCF Golden Rule and conditions of the 
Student Government Constitution. 
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February 18th and 19th 
Citrix Information Session 
Thursdav. Februarv 18th 
Career R~sources Center 
5:30pm-7pm 
Citrix On-Campus Interviews 
Friday, J?ebruary 19th 
8:30am - 3:30pm 
If you are working toward a Bachelor~s/Master's Degree jn: 
• Cmnputer Science • Computer Engineering • MIS/IT 
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students 
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For ~ore Info Call: 
366- 47 
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. The 3 ht Student Senate allot"! 
ted $35A4d·on Feb. 4 to nine UCF 
clubs. The Club$ and Organizations 
Committe.e~s account contained · 
only $9.14laccording toe & O 
Chair Chartie" Lee. However, the 
Senate dist~fbµted money f~n1 a. $50,000 r~serve 
,accoµnt:.c, The allocaj:ions V'erit :a$ follows: , 
hers to attencJ a. natjon~I conference · in New York. 
•$1 ~360 t9 graduate student Maria 4orna Kunnuth to 
atten~ a.o· ii:t;ivnailcmal conference IP. Edinburgh, Scothmd. 
. KUnnuth wilf'pres.e11t her :research pa1ier to attendants of 
the confereh<:e; · 
Ladies first, in his· case 
VICKI DESORMIER 
STAFF WRITER 
Bill Hannah said it•drives him crazy when he hears people say 
women are the ones who have to give up educational opportunities 
for their husbands. 
Hannah said he has been working the last decade so that his 
wife could complete both her bachelor's and her master's degrees. 
Now it's his turn. 
"I don't begrudge her that time at all," he said, "but when peo-
ple say that women are the only ones who ever put their education 
on hold, I just cringe. I 
~~~nt ;i~~n~~e:u~e~ ®l~JE~ ANil WI§lER 
the credit in that area." 
The 40-year-old father of two says he and his wife decided she 
should get her education first because she would have greater 
potential earning power with a degree than he would. She recently 
earned a master's degree in electrical engineering. He, on the other 
hand, wants a bachelor's degree in English. 
"I'll start off making, maybe, $20,000 or $25,000 a year," 
Hannah said. "She's making $78,000 now ... with the potential of 
making a lot more." 
For now, he said, he is working at Universal Studios making 
"decent" money, but he wants to teach and, for that, he needs a 
degree. 
"I know I seem old to be thinking about a career change or 
about going back to school, but I believe we all do things when the 
time is right. It was right for Sally to get her degrees first. It's right 
for ~s for me to earn my degree now." 
He said he hopes to be in the classroom before his 45th birth-
day. 
While that may be about the age when many teachers are hang-
ing up their chalk and going on to other jobs, he thinks he will be 
able to bring a lot of real-world experience to the classroom that 
other teachers aren't able to bring to their students. 
. "That's an important factor too," he said. "I can bring them the 
knowledge of how they can apply what they learn in my classroom 
in the real world because I've done it." 
Hannah said he and his wife have a very successful marriage 
because there hasn't been any academic or professional jealousy 
between them. 
"I think I've been very supportive of her and she has been very 
supportive of me," he said. "I think that's been very important." 
He said their experiences have taught their son Josh, 11, and 
their daughter Lisa, 8. ·about how men and women need to work 
together to. make a relationship work. Hannah said they've also 
learned -.ome valuable Jei.,<:.on~ about nut making gender <:.tereo-
r _ pe-.. 
-r n1'1k thi ha· een 1~ he t th,ne for the ,_,. he ad... nd "t' 
t','n re t .l ( t r 10. ft r I t t. 1 ))e 1 i c t 
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Career Resource Center A look at the Y2K crisis and UCF 
posts jobs on the net 
TAYLOR SIKES 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
Students looking for jobs can utilize the 
Career Resource Center. which allows you to 
post your resume on the Internet. 
The service is free to UCF students and 
alumni, of up to one year after graduation. The 
system makes your resume available to 
employers, allows you to view current job list-
ings and schedule on-campus interviews. 
Corinne Russo, associate director of 
Employer Relations for the CRC, said using 
the Internet makes resumes more available for 
employers to view and for students to post. 
"They can instantly access all that infor-
mation," Russo said. "It is based on when they 
can use it, not our office hours, which makes it 
more user friendly. 
"As far as I know, we are the only univer-
sity in the state to offer this free. The 
University of Florida charges $35 to students." 
Russo said the key rs for students to regis-
ter and be on the website at least two semesters 
before they graduate. 
"People are coming in and if students are 
not online, then they are missing opportuni-
ties." she said. 
Julie Suroski, a 21-year-old business man-
agement major, has worked as a student assis-
tant at the CRC since summer 1998. 
''I have learned a lot about different jobs 
and professions out there that I didn't even 
know about," Suroski said. ''A lot of students 
get frustrated when they graduate and can't 
find jobs. 
'The counselors here are excellent. They 
get you started putting your resume online. The 
most important thing is putting your resqme 
online and interviewing on campus." 
B ·\-\·y-
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The CRC, located in the Student Resource 
Center, also offers several other programs 
designed to help students find and get jobs. 
"The emphasis of the Career Resource 
Center is to help students and alumni with any 
career problems," said Russo. 
In addition to being posted on the Internet, 
jobs are listed on a 24-hour 
phone line called 
KnightLink. About 1,500 
employers and 24,000 stu-
dents used KnightLink last 
year . 
The center also has 
jobs posted on hard copy. 
Last year 96,281 full-time 
jobs, 8,556 part-time jobs 
Russo and 389 internships were 
posted. 
Russo also said the CRC offers career ref-
erence books, counseling, mock interviews, 
career strategies and salary statistics. They also 
sponsor special career-related events. 
Recently, the CRC held the Career Expo at 
the UCF Arena. According to Russo, it featured 
about 550 recruiters and 200 employers. 
'This is our most well-attended event," she 
said. "This is the most students we've ever had, 
as far as I know." 
.. The Career Expo is a good place to talk to 
employers a little Jess formally," Suroski said. 
"Employers know they are getting students 
right out of school." 
Upcoming events planned by the CRC 
include a part-time and summer job fair on 
March 31. a!l education job fau on Apnl 13, 
and a statewide job fair on May 12. 
For more information about the CRC call 
823-2361 or visit its website at 
http://www.crc.ucf.edu 
ALEX M~LENDEZ 
STAFF WRITER 
Every era during this century 
has been accompanied by a fear. 
DuJing the late 1990s it is the Y2K 
computer glitch. 
We've all heard about it, we've 
all talked about it, and now, on the 
eve of a new millennium, we are 
about to face it. But does this seem-
ingly modest programming error 
merit concern? 
Some experts fear that there 
will be a major infrastructure break- · 
down as a result of this glitch. The 
only way to determine whether the 
Y2K bug is a fantasy or a reality is 
to examine the facts. 
What is the Y2K bug? Those of 
us not fluent in computer jargon 
may ask this question. There is no 
easy explanation, but explained 
briefly, it started in the 1950s. 
When scientists first began to 
delve into the realm of computers, 
there were several obstacles to over-
come. 
Programmers were faced with 
the task of programming computers 
with little memory. One way pro-
gramming was accomplished was 
by cutting off the first two digits of 
the date in the lines of the program-
ming code. For example, to program 
the years I 950 to 1999 would 
require fifteen bits of binary code. 
However. if the one and the 
nine were eliminated, the amount of 
binary code bits needed would be 
reduced to seven. So instead of 
being prqgrammed as 1950 and 
1999, the computers were instead 
programmed using dates written like 
50 and 99. 
It was a valid strategy in saving 
memory space. The only problem 
was that no one anticipated what 
might happen when the year became 
2000. Because of the compressed 
fashion of programming, a comput-
er will recognize '00' as 1900, 
instead of 2000. 
According to UCF computer 
programming Professor Dr. Joel 
Bassiouni, systems that rely on 
dates may or may not be affected if 
they are not Y2K compliant. It 
depends on what the computer uses 
the date for. 
"For example, if the computer 
is set to send a check to every person 
in its database born before 1970, and 
the year is after 1999, and the sys-
tem is not Y2K compliant, checks 
· will be sent to everyone born before 
1970, and after 1999, because the 
computer will recognize '00' as 
1900, which is before I 970. 
"Only time will tell how · UCF 
is affected. The glitch may affect 
loans or schedules, or it may do 
nothing. We really can only guess at 
what is going to happen, and 
because of the highly skilled and 
labor-intensive work inv9lved in 
correcting the error, we can't go 
searching through all of our systems 
now. We're literally in the eleventh 
hour. We'll just have to wait and 
see." 
Some UCF students take the 
potential of the problem very seri-
ously. 
Vincent Ordallani. a freshman, 
said, "Come December 31. I'm 
withdrawing all of my money from 
the bank. buying some canned food. 
and turning my apartment into a 
bunker. rm no fool.'' 
eed a i~.~.".· .· .. ~ ~:· ~ ,.. ~~ww ~~ _...,_, ;1]1:W:8 I I ·l ! ide~ 
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Otter shown is for coach class travel only and is subject to availability. Resel'lations are requir~d. No multiple. discounts. Fares, schedules and .restrictions 
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Test prepares students 
FROM PAGE 1 Car burglaries total 8 in a week 
logical games," Moyer said. 
"Students can use the feed-
back so they have a clear cut 
idea of what they need to 
work on." 
When students come to 
pick up their results, Kaplan 
workers will help them deter-
mine what schools accept 
their type of scores. 
"We have people who 
take these exams and realize 
they don't need a course," 
Moyer said. "A practice test 
can help students look in the 
right place for graduate 
schools." 
Several UCF students 
said taking a practice exam 
would help them prepare for 
the real test. 
"I've purchased books 
and software. They also offer 
classes, but they are very 
expensive," Ryan Sentz, a 
senior at UCF, said. 
Sentz said he liked the 
idea of a free practice shot at 
the tests. "I haven't even 
begun to research what score 
can get me into where. I 
would go just for that infor-
mation," Sentz said. 
Andrew Eitington, a 
1994 UCF graduate who now 
attends law school at the 
University of Pennsylvania, 
recommends taking advan-
tage of the free test and con-
sultation. Eitington said the 
practice test helped him 
focus on what he needed to 
study to get into the school of 
his choice. ''I'm studying in a 
very well respected school. I 
couldn't have done it on my 
own." 
Kaplan has a testing and 
counseling center at 
University Boulevard and 
Rouse Road. Students can 
sign up in person or by 
phone. 
--------- --
TAYLOR SIKES 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
•According to police reportsi eight students 
were victims of car break~ins during the week of 
Jan. 18 through Jan. 25. Five of the burglaries 
were committed in parking lots around the Lake 
Claire Apartments, two in parking garages) and 
one occurred outside the Humanities and Fine 
Arts Building. All victims arc willing to prose-
cute. 
•On. Jan. '2-7 a female student Jiving at the 
Collegiate Village Inn .. met with police about 
receiving anonymous threats during the last 
month, On Dec. 6 she received three threatening 
phone calls. The caller wa,s male and sfated"he 
was at the victim~s front door and that he was 
going to kill her and her roommate. Accordin,g to 
p9li¢e reports, the victim sajd the caller said he 
had a re.ct piekup, was in.classes with her and that 
he followed and watched her. 
On Jan. 25 the victim received an email from 
an unknown sender while in the library. The 
email said, "Sweetheart, You'll never know 
who's watching you!!! You know~ Who I am!!" 
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In her meeting with UCF Police, the victim 
said she is not sure but suspects three people she 
had class with. She said all three suspects have 
access to her email, address and phone number. 
The victim is willing to 
prosecute. 
•Travis Alton Holt, 21, 
was arrested on Jan. 3 and 
charged with driving under 
the influence and driving 
with, a suspend,ed license. 
Police noticed an expired tag on hi~ vehicle aJJ,d 
. called him over to talk with them after seeipg 
him get out of the driver ~s side of the car. 
According to police Teports, officers .then noticed 
that his eyes were glassy and bloodshot and that 
·he had a ljgl)t to mQderate odor ~n hi~ bre~h. 
k •On Jan. 28, Ca.tl9$ ])avid Grasales~ 34, was 
charged with possession of drug paraphernalia 
and with possession of marijuana. Grasales was 
stopped after violating a traffic control device. 
According to reports, (:he officer then detected an 
odor of marijuana and searched the car. 
.....,.--.._...-... ....... ...,. . Scientists have dis--
covered that living in ' 
ci;amped space's may 
caus~ serious side. 
, e~~cts, .. ranging frQ:}ll 
· · slightly paranoid t0' 
dangerously psychot-
ic behavior. 
li a' recent exp~ri­
U).ent~ lab rats .rwete 
rorced to Jivein simut. 
:, r~pJ:n7lt~e ., contafue~s ;, , 
4;~ea1"()cs .. eatiei\t ~',~,fqr'. &~v~ra!~.semestyis~ 0 
'l coming. out to .!~at in crowded rat ~{ ·-- - ,:~: '' - --' - -~- :·< .• -: ' _.\t_ : _- '_ -_ · .. ' ' - ---. '_- ·::::>; ¢tenas or share .. ~ a bathroom with 
zens of other rodents. 
The majority ·Of ratS Suffered . .from an 
te case~· of ll.:rit;ability, while several 
>owed., ... BiJms of~ .4t~42:4e$~ive ..• behavior"i ·"' . 
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+ EXPERIENCED COOKS 
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY - THURSDAY 2 p.m - 5 p.m .. 
TWO ORLANDO LOCATIONS 
5 5 West Church Street • Downtown Orlando 
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·12501 S.R. 535 •Crossroads Lake Buena Vista 
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. ~p~,t;ts . . coined Hover .. cratnping'' 
... n's~P:dromet . or QGS. .. However~· D,r. 
: ;~chtinkemneir , also . adds that ''people 
1 
· ·ave been subjected. to worse conditions 
tlie past,. like the '70s fot instance." 
While researchers• concede that rats· do 
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no more splitting 
headaches 
Free AT&T Call Organizers~ ervice. 
Say good-bye to the hassle of splitting phone bills between 
r~ommates.* Plus, enjoy 10¢ a minute calls and get 100 · --
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You can't draw flies with vinegar 
DANIEL F. MCMULLAN 
STAFF WRITER 
Like the swallows returning to 
Capistrano, or the Snowbirds 
descending upon Florida's retire-
ment communities, so do the 
evangelists come to UCF. 
"If. they are not in sin, they 
won't be offended," said David 
Miller of Tampa, in response to 
offending his passersby. Miller is 
on campus to preach the Gospel. 
He talces advantage of the Free 
Speech Green between the 
Library and the Health and 
Physics Building. And some of 
his comments and interpretations 
of Scripture are inflammatory. 
I am sorry but the thought of 
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"Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
placing homosexuals in the elec-
tric chair and executing them is · 
just a bit too offensive. Seriously, 
that's what he suggests. 
This evangelist reminded me 
of a Marine recruiter I met 14 
years ago. Anyone who wasn't a 
Marine was marked with a scarlet 
letter "C' ' for civilian. 
But, back to frying gays and 
lesbians in "Old Sparky." 
"I'd be the first one to try 
to save them," Miller contin-
ued, "through repentance." 
What exactly was he doing 
here, trying to tum people 
away? I mean if he really wants 
to attract people to the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ-a message I read 
of love, tolerance and peace-
why is he so full of hatred? 
"I represent the one who sent 
me-Jesus," Miller said. "God's 
eternal purpose is to make all 
men one under Christ...Men 
have created denominations." 
But Christ also preached love, 
tolerance and forgiveness. 
Nothing I heard in the hour or so 
I hung around spoke of those 
eternal qualities. Instead the 100 
people present when I was there 
heard most about eternal damna-
tion. 
Some people listened and 
some people antagonized him. 
Unfortunately, I became one 
of them, if only briefly. The more 
vocal antagonists shouted swear 
words and mocked him. This, I 
think, had the effect of reinforc-
ing his point that we are all sin-
ners condemned to an eternal hell 
from whence we shall never 
return .... Whoa, time to lighten 
BHRDCAGE LTINER 
up. 
"Look there's ·someone listen-
ing to rap," shouted one observer. 
Pray for that man walking by lis-
tening to rap Miller declared. 
Miller's colleague, Gary 
Birdsong, of Raleigh, N.C., 
comes down to Florida to preach 
on campuses during the winter. 
He does this full time as part of 
the Sword and Shield Ministry. 
Ministry, I thought to myself. 
Hrnmm. I don't mean the indus-
trial rock group-which I listen 
to-but the United Campus-type. 
So I walked over to United 
Campus Ministries to get another 
point of view. They take a differ-
ent approach to their mission. 
-t~· 
gg 
They take the attraction rather 
than promotion method. They 
lead by example, not by words. 
Anyone can spout platitudes and 
read loudly from Scripture, but it 
takes real determination to prac-
tice the principles, rather than 
preach them. 
To me it's just the old cliche, 
'You can't draw flies with vine-
gar.' 
Or, in this case, vitriol. 
One observer commented on 
Miller's ability to change 
faces. 
"He'd get more vicious when-
ever we were talking one-on-
one," said Carlos Poysky, a 27-
year-old psychology major. "It 
seemed like when people gath-
ered around, he became more 
controlled ... more politically cor-
rect. 
"But he was having trouble 
containing his rage," Poysky said. 
Fortunately for us, they have 
the right to free speech like the 
rest of us briquettes-even though 
what they have to say isn't very 
popular. These two men are doing 
more harm than good. And when 
they're gone, how will we know 
if they follow the word that they 
proclaimed? 
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Questions About CA.B. 
It amazes me that for such a large, 
growing university, with ever-increasing 
tuition and ever-decreasing parking, us 
students know little to nothing about 
campus activities. For all the work 
C.A.B. people put into planning events 
on campus, there seems to be no com-
mittee for advertising. I'm tired of hear-
ing about big name personalities coming 
on campus three days prior to the event. 
How come they can't get people out 
hanging up flyers a week prior, to 1et all 
of us take advantage of our tuition dol-
lars. I'm sure some Cabber would be 
more than happy t() decorate a golf cart 
and .cruise arouod with q. wegaphOne 
advising us an about tomouow nights 
big ~vent. And With all the resoutc~s 
available, tould we get an email? 
Somebody is taking the time to plan 
events, sotake some time to.tell us 
about them. 
-Gm.a Carson, seliior, soeioJogy 
Fljling to Europe 
1 commend your efforts to educate 
stQdents on the different means ofttay,, 
eling and exploring Europe (Beer 
Central Florida Future • 11 
www.UCFfuture.com 
(editor@ UCFfuture. com) 
Budget Escapades, January 27, 1999). 
Many students are unaware of the many 
options offered to them apart from sim-
ply backpacking, I was equally intrigued 
after reading further where you made' 
STA Travel sound like a 1ast re§ort for a 
Jes$ e{Cpepsive ticket to Europe. l al.ways 
enjoy researching my competition to 
ensure that STA Travel remains competi-
tive, so I of course contacted the.Airtech 
web site. I must say I was not at all 
shocked by what J found. Without 
sounding too' defensive and in' order to 
keep ·this brief,rm going to list some 
simple facts that occur when purchasing 
a ticket via Airtech vs: 'STATravel that 
may 9hange )\}mt mind ~~n,11 STA · 
Travel: 
changes 
•Non-refundable 
•No customer service support once 
you're in Europe to make changes or ask 
a question 
•A service charge and mailing fee apply 
• Mwo~ttaxes that will be collected 
upon departure are not disclo$ed When 
~ou l{llrchase the ticket 
At STA Travel student tickets are: 
. •{Anfitreed rotlJld .trip P:~vet t9 ·•~e de~; 
tination bf your choice where tickets are 
valid for one year fr01p.1the date of travel 
jOll major carriers · , 
•FrequentJlyer µiileage can h~ accrued 
on n:J,dstistude11tfa;re8 . , 
.•Dat~ 6fiang~s ~eon1~ ·$2s; ·ari<l ·1,icketk 5 
fil'e.refupdaqle]~ss $lOQ 
for the departure date (although flying 
stand-by you may not m$e it until after 
the break ends) and found a $398 round 
trip to either Brussels, Amsterdam, 
Paris, or Dusseldorf from either Miami 
qr Orlando, After tax, maiUng, and ser-
vke fees, the total was $477.00. STA 
Travel offers confirmed round-trip travel 
to any of these destinations for $408.00 
taxes included. In fact, STA prices were 
cheaper on every destination I entered. 
I do feel price is of.extreme illgh 
ilpportanp~ to out studenrtravelers, and 
~TA Travel remains extremely competi-
tive in an ever increasingly price :~ensi-
~:!rc~~~~~o~ir;h~a~!lu~;~:;re 
~No fi;ldden ,£ ... f fax~ , 
•You.fly stand-by. IfAirtech b~nnut get · · S1t~tr~vel is ,tlle world~~ larg~~t stud~!Jf 
you on a ·fligbtafter.4 attempt'.$,tbe~ travel or~nization with:i;>ver 2no offices> 
ing S?mething ~ &:al1d as a. ~f> to 
tu~ope. Stu<lents'Igoin£tj~ an adventure 
· tg Europe dou't want to $it at the airport 
~aitj.ng: u:gliltlte la$t ihinP,te to seejf * 
will refund yotir iu~fiey ·. ''. · "'~ l;~uri~ th~ gI~t; «,h;~; -~aveI~::~;i~~~: ' . 
•You choose a preforr.~d dei>:tinatior.udty ~tte.nt,~94., t9 any ,itl;lv~~?!,l~~.i . 
butdo potfirtd ouruutilthe\:fe.d:qe~9ayL. )'QTitjn~X:hY chat!~es . ",A\ . 
beforeyou ·travel ifyou will be)lyiugto '" iii • ,,, 
,,, y<;>ur cbosep eitY or@otber .city (fuj$ , · s Ot{1gput~e -~:~i1 ~fl;~~th0;s~,f~p~, 
inc1u&es the lietlirnfli~ht!lH) ····· · · " 'maybe '"the aµtbor O.fthe :artie;l~fe~is : 
•Yuu may be flying a chartef aircr::(t ·' ,~RICE~ of~~pve~an ~~portance. l .. ~ 0 ,: .. 
•No t:requent'.flyer. ttiijeage t\~~tual ·· \ % :('~iianage~ to"p .. · . 6Q:U~1s· ~pc~i~gam~ 
•Undi$y.losed pena.lti~s app1Y'tol' f1:?n1 thes,ite. Jttsed U(1F'$,&ptfu$ br~ · 
thi,J're g(iing tQ be able to go on. .. th~t trip 
1:fu~y've. peep pl · g all ,seme~t~r:tl'm 
J9!fili<ivti\at; c ... ary 1;;·your.aificie~ 
S':(J,. Travel ptovidtfs travelers n.otjust a 
~t81pjper ~e~et1 1 lf~t .? valu~hle serwce t(} 
meef atlY'P'.aVelt{ts needs af.a vet:y COnl-
pytj;tive :w4 affqrda:ble ,pijpe. 
~;. 5@! ,Mi~-· - -. :)t ~Ji~-- - -~;~ ~r.~ 
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the 
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon . 
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower -Raytheon Systems 
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic 
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Huahes Aircraft. 
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And we're 
looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground. Make 
their mark. 
At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career -to the highest possible 
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon. Contact your 
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at 
www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume to: 
Raytheon Resume Processing Center, P.O. Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75266. We 
have many exci~ing opportunities available and we would like to talk to you. 
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Comedians contribute 
to Blacl< History Month 
PHOTO BY STEVEN UNGER 
Rod Z had everyone in stitches 
last Friday night in a special come-
dian performance with Bengi 
Brown sponsored by the African 
American Student Union. 
STEPHEN UNGER 
STAFF WRITER 
February is black history 
month, and Friday February 6 
was a night that symbolized this 
month's theme of diversity. Two 
local FJorida comedians, Rod Z 
of Orlando and Bengi Brown of 
Ft. Lauderdale were proud to 
launch the festivities. The 
African-American Student 
Union presented the show, 
which was free for all students. 
Each of the comedian's 
main purpose was to sponsor 
the strength of diversity. Joyce 
Miller, president of the African-
American Student Union said 
the show's goal was to help stu-
dents understand the differences 
between two groups of people. 
"Our goal is to promote 
diversity and the strength it can 
bring when people learn about 
each others differences," says 
Miller. 
Rod Z arui Bengi Brown 
admitted they were not nation-
ally acclaimed comedians, but 
the crowd's reaction was very 
strong. Both were very funny 
and delivered refreshing and 
clever jokes. Rod Z's main goal 
was to show the humor in vari-
ous African-American icons. 
He lampooned famous sports 
figures like O.J. Simpson and 
Mike Tyson. In a Weird Al 
Yankovic style he also imitated 
musicians · like Michael 
Jackson, and R. Kelly, by 
singing and joking about their 
hit titles. 
Bengi Brown focused on 
humorous differences between 
different races-mainly blacks 
and whites. But he also wanted 
to show that the differences 
between two different groups of 
people could help broaden their 
knowledge of other cultures. 
The show was the first of a 
series of events presented by 
the African-American Student 
Union and more laughter is to 
follow. On Febr.uary 19, the 
comedian Chocolate will be 
making his appearance at the 
Visual Arts Auditorium at 8:00 
p.m. And Rod Z will return 
once again on Monday, 
February 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Visual Arts Auditorium. 
Each of the events reveals 
an effort for peace and a better 
understanding of new cultures. 
The goal is to become stronger 
with openness to diversity. 
Friday night's event wasn't just 
a time to collaborate races and 
cultures, but it wass also a time 
to smile an enlightening kind of 
humor. 
Good, clean intellectual fun 
VICKI DESORMIER 
STAFF WRITER 
"Only two things are infinite, the universe 
and human stupidity, and I'm not sure about the 
former." - Albert Einstein 
First let me admit that I am a sucker for new 
things: facts, quotes, words ... any of that sort of. 
thing. I was one of those geeks that read the 
encyclopedia for fun. So when I stumbled across 
this site, I was in 
hog heaven. 
If you love Trivial Pursuit, you'll love 
UselessKnowledge.com (at, you guessed it, 
http://www.uselessknowledge.com). 
This site is a place to learn new things and a 
place to show off what you know. After all, what 
good is it to learn all that useless stuff if you 
can't earn some credit for it? The best reason to 
expand your knowledge is to brag about 
it ... isn't it? 
Well, even if you just want to learn in order 
to expand your horizons and improve your 
mind, Useless Knowledge.com is a great site. 
It's a very inviting site and easy to navigate. 
Right from the get-go, there's a tempting array 
of things for you to learn. A new word, a quote 
of the day, a factoid, information about this day 
in history. Even if all you do is look at the open-
ing page, you've learned more than most people 
do in an a ·erage day. 
But don't be afraid to let your mouse lead 
you 111side for even more knowledge. It's a \ ir-
tua 1 all-you-can stuff into-your-brarn burtet. 
Yummy! Click on the quotes and you get to a 
page that will provide you with thoughts, most 
of them quite amusing, on just about any sub-
ject. 
Don't care what other 
people have to say about 
things? Click on the cate-
gory for new words (did 
you know the fear of cats 
is called ailurophobia? 
And that Napoleon suf-
fered from that particular 
neurosis?) and increase your word power so 
that, maybe, one day people will quote you. 
In the meantime, get to know more about the 
past with the This Day in History category and 
you'll be better prepared for the future (and for 
that Western Civilizations test that's coming up). 
This site is a lot of fun. It's not designed as 
a serious, scholastic site, but it can make learn-
ing a whole lot more like a game than like a 
class. Let's be honest, after a Jong day of class-
es and home:vork, you· really don't want to log 
onto your computer and be made to feel like.you 
have to learn something else. 
Relax. This is a game, a fun-filled relaxation 
site that will help exercise your brain ancl keep 
those fun cells working too. Shhhh! Don't tell 
anyone they're really learning anything ... it's 
j u'st a game. 
And. besides. when a -;ite starts off with 
quotes like tl1 e one up top by Albert Ein. tein, 
how can you expect 1t to be anything but g00J, 
clean, intellectually-stimulating 1·un 
• 
• 
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* ~et tlze Wolt\,a.'t\/ M.a.'h. OJ 
~ o'l(.r l>rea1'\_S 
* &xplore ~o'ltY ftolt\,a.l\.tic 
Siae 
* "WYite ~ o'ltr 0W'h. 6U,'h.i'{lt.e 
~etter 
For more mf ormation1 caU 823-1197 or visit our webstte: 
bttp:! lreacb.ucf .eoo/ uwc 
Accounting Intern. 
DQ:wntown CPA Firm seeks accounti11g .. ~ 
gi~j_or~ to~,p~dorm acc9outtng 4nd general 
office"'setlices p~tinle ~dl potential for 
permanent employment~ ~pon graduation. 
Hours are cfle:&ible, pay is co~petitive and 
benefits 'ate available. Mail or fax your 
resume to Sam Oswald at: 
Shores & Company, ~A- ' 
. 255., . ~ .. ~xange Ave., Suite 1250 
. . 
Q:dando, FL 32801 
Phone ( 407)872-07 44 
Fax (407) 872-0889 
FREE, SPIRITED 
HUMANISTS 
FLORIDA STATE CONF.ERENCE 
·~ ElfEE Registration· 
for.Students 
($50. Registration For Non-StudC11ts) 
February 19-21: 1724 Alafaya Trail (& SR-50) 
Radisson (Formerly Sheraton Universi!f Inn) 
* Discover if Ethics & Morality are Genetic 
* Discover the Goodness of the Godless 
Hear prominent and exciting speakers including 
UCF Philosophy Professor Dr. Ronnie Hawkins. 
Interesting & Stimulating Discussions About: 
* The relationship between culture and religion 
* Sexual orientation issues 
* Preserving the separation of church and state 
* The evolution of pro-social behavior 
* Literature & painting: creativity from within 
* Raising children without religion 
Further Information: Call 896-3955 from 6-9pm. 
.. 
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Dear Dr. Daphne, 
I am a 21 year old male 
dating a 30 year old women 
strictly for fun and friend-
ship. Do you see anything 
wrong with that? 
-Extremely pleased 
Dear Mr. Grown-Up, 
Things and ideas are dif-
ferent to different people. 
Do I see anything wrong with this situation? Yes. 
Obviously, your older hoochie is having some 
issues with her messed up life if she is turning to 
a 21-year-old for intimate enjoyment. Why 
would you want to be with someone who can-
not acclimate herself to life and people her 
own age? But if it's only about sex, it's 
probably better. Little girls your age have a 
hard time telling their partners what they ~ t r. 
want and just go with it to make their boys (!) ~ 
happy. So, if it feels good, do it if both playmates U 
understand exactly what is going on. And once 
again, be careful! 
Dear Dr. Daphne, 
I like my boyfriend's 
brother. How do I ditch one 
& hook it up with the 
other? 
-Faith Nomore 
Well Ms. Devotion, 
· You seem to have quite 
a little problem. Lose 
boyfriend, but tell him you 
just don't want to date anymore. If he asks if there 
is a who, don't tell him. You don't want to break 
his fragile little heart. Wait a little bit, then 
hook it up with his brother so he doesn't 
think you left him for bro. This whole 
concept of dating your boyfriend's 
brother is f@%ked up since you didn't like one, 
what makes you think you will like another 
raised under similar circumstances? They are 
brothers! But you gotta do what makes you 
happy. 
Got a problem? Nothing is too big or 
small for Dr. Daphne!! Just e-mail her at 
DrDaphne@hotmail.com 
Costumes Encouraged 
o Costume Contest o Door Prizes 
o food .o Music 
9 PM - Midnight in the UCF Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom 
$12 for advance paid resel"lations, $15 at the door 
call 262-1330 or email jweiss@mindspring.com for reservations 
All Proceeds Benefit UJAfFederation. MasquerAID is brought to you through a 
generous grant by the Jewish Federation of Greater Orlando to the Jewish 
Student Union/Hiltel 1 and through the support of the Soref Fund. 
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Writers Needed! 
Paid Positio"s. 
Ear" extra tMo"ev 
while coveri"g 
what you e"joy! 
~65-7656 
etMail: editor@ 
UCFfuture.cotM 
- - --'----
C R A G S I L T S A A R P 
A U R A C A I A 0 S L 0 E 
E R 0 S 
L E N T 
I TANS SEEDS 
PAGE 
S P U D 
1 6 
$21+/HR PT/FT 
Processing Mail! Free Supplies, Postage! 
Rush Self Addressed Stamped Envelop 
GMA/UCF 
P.O.Box 567443 
Atlanta, GA 31156 
Email: Signup@info.infomachine.com 
SPRING BREAK 
NONSTOP 
~J"''b/rJorno/oa· 
from ORLANDO 
$369 ea./Quad/3 Nt. 
$389 ea./Quad/4 Nt. 
Lowest available hotel in Montego Bay, 
INCLUDES air, $48 US tax, airport transfers, 
all hotel taxes and service charges 
STJJ 
STA TRAVEL-
541·2000 
UCFSTUDEN 
UNION 
'> 
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'Rushmore' star Jason Schwartzman no pro, but just right 
TERRY LAWSON 
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE 
DETROIT - ·As is usually the case 
with great stories, if you pick at this one, it 
unravels a bit. Yes, it's true that Jason 
Schwartzman, who gives an unforgettable 
performance as the overachieving prep 
school pariah in the droll, original comedy 
"Rushmore," had never acted before being 
cast in the film. ("Well, I had thought about 
it, sure. Everybody thinks about it. But I had 
never thought I really would," says 
Schwartzman.) 
And yes, it's true that Schwartzman was 
discovered at a party by a beleaguered cast-
ing director who was beginning to fear that 
director and co-writer Wes Anderson could 
never be satisfied. ("He had auditioned 
2,000 people, and they were going to have to 
shut the movie down if they didn't find 
somebody quick," says Schwartzman.) 
And yes, there was some initial friction 
between Schwartzman and Bill Murray, 
who plays his melancholy mentor in 
"Rushmore," after Murray arrived on the set 
and discovered, according to Schwartzman, 
"this freaked-out kid who didn't know what 
he was doing. I was going to quit before I 
got fired. It was pretty bad." 
But hey, let's get a grip. Yes, 
Schwartzman was not a pro, but he hadn't 
just fallen off the onion truck. His father, 
Jack, is an established show business 
lawyer, and his mother, Talia Shire, is a 
director and actor best known for playing 
Adrian, the woman who answers when 
Rocky calls "Yo!" 
The paity where he was discovered was 
at the home of bis uncle, Francis Ford 
Coppola. And for the record, says Anderson, 
he had looked at only l ,800 candidates for 
the role of Max Fischer, a kid who serves as 
president of every-non-sports extracurricular 
actlVlty at Rushmore Academy, but who 
couldn't conjugate a verb if you held a gun 
to his fuzzy head. 
And although it's true that it took 
Murray a while to warm up to Schwartzman 
"mostly because he was showing off, trying 
to impress Bill," says Anderson, "By the 
fourth day of shooting, the two were as in 
sync as those characters are supposed to 
get." 
"The thing about Schwartzy," says 
A.nderson, who has helped create this teen-
age Frankenstein, "is that he's an unreliable 
narrator." 
Maybe, but he is also a pretty irresistible 
one, and watching Schwartzman, now 18, 
scarf down an almond chicken salad ("Just 
hold the almonds, OK?"), it's easy to see 
why Anderson halted his search when 
Schwartzman 
arrived for his 
audition wearing a 
school blazer he 
had personalized with his own homemade 
Rushmore patch. 
"I needed someone who was really 
smart but really strange," says Anderson of 
his protagonist, who is thrown out of his 
beloved Rushmore for building an unautho-
rized aquarium on the baseball diamond in 
an effort to impress the first-grade teacher 
(Olivia Williams), with whom he has fallen 
in love. 
"Schwartzy fit that bill. But what Owen 
(Wilson, his writing partner) and I had in 
mind when we wrote the script was a young 
Mick Jagger, and Jason wasn't Mick by any 
stretch. So after I saw him, I started reassess-
ing to accommodate him. Npw I was think-
ing maybe a young D_ustin Hoffman." 
It is a comparison that has been made by 
just about everyone who has seen 
"Rushmore," which opens in major cities 
Friday, after being given a one-week run late 
last year in New York and Los Angeles to 
qualify it for the Academy Awards and crit-
ics' Top 10 lists. 
The second film by Anderson, who also 
directed and co-wrote the underappreciated 
"Bottle Rocket," made more than a few Top 
1 Os _ including those in Rolling Stone and 
Time_ and Murray is a front-runner for sup-
porting actor in the Academy Award nomi-
nations, to be announced Tuesday. 
Anderson and Wilson are a long shot for 
an original screenplay nomination, but 
Schwartzman probably will have to settle 
for being praised, in one critic's memorable 
phrase, as a combination "Holden Caulfield, 
Huck Finn and young Woody Allen." 
"He got better '!fld better every day ... to 
the point where right now he's just unbear-
able," Murray told Interview magazine. 
"He's an arrogant 
superstar, and 
God help his 
agents or the next 
director who works with him because he's 
certifiably crazy and dangerous." 
The Schwartzman sitting in the booth 
here isn't arrogant, and he describes himself 
as "permanently nervous," which would at 
least explain his twitching. Sans the blazer, 
horn-rims and braces he wears in the film, 
he does in fact bear a striking resemblance 
to the young Hoffman, though it's hard to 
imagine Hoffman accessorizing a Hawaiian 
print shirt with a New York Metropolitan 
Museum badge, "just because I thought it· 
looked cool." 
Schwartzman had accompanied 
Anderson, with whom he had been touring 
the country in a customized bus, to the 
museum the day before. Asked what art he 
liked best, Schwartzman says he wasn't 
really looking: "I was just hanging out with 
Wes." 
Schwartzman, though, is -not entirely 
without guile. Raised in a family that "put 
creativity above anything else," he attended 
private schools in Los Angeles that were 
nothing like uptight, tradition-bound 
Rushmore. "It was real laid-back," he says. 
His initial artistic impulse was music, 
and his rock band, Phantom Planet, released 
its first album, "Phantom Planet Is Missing'' 
on the Geffen label last July. The band had 
just finished recording the album when his 
cousin, Sofia Coppola, introduced him to 
the casting agent at that fateful party. She 
told him she was looking for for someone to 
play "this really eccentric screwed-up kid 
who likes older women." 
"I said, 'Whoa,_ that's me,' and a few 
days later, he was reading for Anderson. 
Just right for the role 
"I guess we could have made the movie 
without him,'' says Anderson, who filmed 
"Rushmore" at the same Houston, Texas, 
prep school he attended. "But it certainly 
wouldn't have been the same movie, and it's 
hard to imagine anyone else being so right 
for it now, in retrospect. Owen and I are 
writing a role ·for Jason in our next film, 
which is about this family of dysfunctional 
geniuses. I feel a little responsible for him 
now. Like I need to keep an eye on him." 
Schwartzman sheepishly allows that his 
new agent has received a bunch of scripts 
since word got around .about his perfor-
mance in "Rushmore," but he says he wants 
to be careful about his next move. 
"Definitely no teen comedies," says 
Schwartzman. "I'm looking at a couple of 
things set in the '30s, which I think could be 
cool. Maybe a supporting role in a drama, 
and then I could come back with some off-
beat comedy in which I played a really 
weird character. It would be pretty easy for 
me to get typecast, I guess, if anybody could 
actually figure out what type I am. Maybe I 
can keep them off balance." 
"If you take any reasonably smart person and tell them t~ 
spend a year researching an industry, they can become 
. . k t •t " an expert if they wor a I • ChristyHaubegger 
approached. she couldn't shake che magazine idea from her 
head. so she decided to devote a year lo chasing her dream. 
"My friends choughc I was crazy."' she recalls. "Bue I figured the 
worst thing chat could happen would be that the business 
wouldn'r fly and I'd end up being a lawyer after all ... 
of your contacrs. you should." she says. Tunis oul that Christy's 
classmare·s au ms neighbor (follow chat?) knew the editor of 
Ec;sence. a women's magazine aimed at African-Americans. 
Christy convinced rhe magazines president w mee( wi[h her. 
and his company agreed ro help fund her mn-up. Christy 
launched Lacina magazine in 1996. and ir was an immediate hit. 
As President of her class at law school. Chrisry already Today. il has an impressive circulation of almos( 200.000. but it 
possessed rhe leadership skills [hac entrepreneurs need. Her wasn't easy getting there. One of the hardest things about 
to ed1t111g the Stanford Law Review. Snll. young. Potential business parmers often assume you are inex-
. 
publishi1~~ experience: however. \-Vas limir~d being a young entrepreneur is simply the fact chac you are 
T h e Sec~t s u cc es s· s er ·1 es !:~~~~;:~d"~~~~~~ ~~:~ ::r~v~~~~~~; :t 
..I. ~ a magazine publisher. But I persevered. You for someone Nome: Chri$\Y 
Houpe(Jgf!r . --~; who is only 30 brings you information designed to help you achieve your personal and career goals. have w be prepared to gee over your pride 
(Age: 30 years old. magazine 
magnate Christy 
Watch for the rest~! this series in future Issues of your school newspaper. and fake your confidence when you need w." 
Corti!er. Entrepreneur*'" 
founder& Publisft~r 
:Latina Magozfne 
Haubegger has already put 
together a pretty impressive 
resume. She's \·von an award 
from che Ms. Foundation (also 
given to Oprah Winfrey and Madeleine Albrighr ). and Tom 
Brokaw named her one of the "most influential people of the 
year" in 1996. 
So how did she end up in company like that? Turns om it all 
started with one simple question. "I took a few business class-
es in school with some great professors. and they always talked 
aboUl the search for that mythical big idea: she recalls. "As a 
Mexican-American. la always wondered why no one had ever 
produced a magazine for Larina women. Then I wondered if I 
could do ic myself." 
Christy graduated from the University of Texas in 1989 wirh a 
philosophy degree and immediately headed off co Srnnford 
University Law School. But as law school graduation 
she figured she could learn what she needed to know pretty 
quickly. "If you cake any reasonably smart person and cell rhern 
to spend a year researching an industry. they can become an 
expert if they work at it." she says. '"All the data I needed was 
in the public library. Census data. information abom rhe 
magazine industry. books on how to write a business plan. it 
was all rhere:· In rhe meantime. she lived on the cheap in San 
Francisco's Mission Discrict and did legal research to pay 
the bills. 
Once Chriscy's business plan was done. she started to show it 
to people who might be willing to invest the millions of dollars 
she would need ro launch a glossy publication. -192 people 
told me no. I counred.~ she says. "BU[ mosr of them didn·l slam 
rhe door in my face. and I was able ro learn a lor by asking · 
chem how l could improve my business pitch." 
Eventually.-some good old-fashioned networking led her to her 
firsr big invesmr. "If you don'r believe chat sruff about using all 
While rhere is a certain glamour associaced with being the 
publisher of a major magazine. Christy still relishes the role of 
underdog. "Each milestone means so much more when you're 
a start-up." she says. '"A major retailer jusr advertised with us for 
che first time. To a larger publicalion. it wouldn't be such a big 
deal. Bue when rhey agreed to be in our magazine. we jumped 
up and down and cried and hugged. Then. "she laughs. "'we ate 
ice cream." 
As an owner of a growing company and Publisher of Latina. 
Christy has continued ro nurture her dream magazine inro a 
leading lifestyle publication. read by thousands of dynamic. 
educated young 
\-VOmen just like her-
self. She says thac 
she hopes ro inspire 
ocher young women 
to pursue their 
dreams as well. 
~ Secret 
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Lets go to the living room 
JONATHAN PRICE 
STAFF WRITER 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
solely concerned with the produc-
tion of a work of art. The muse-
um/ gallery is not a neutral space. 
And yet I don't feel comfortable 
saying that we need to rethink this 
"art-space," seeing as how, for 
quite some time avant garde 
artists and experimental curators 
have been doing just that. This is 
nothing new, folks. The diverse 
anti-gallery statements of this 
century alone exhibit an involved 
and relatively fruc;tive lineage: 
In contrast to the intuitive 
feeling that an art gallery or 
museum is a specific kind of 
place, where one is in the sacred 
presence of an objet d'art, the 
found objects and trash art of the 
post-modem canon problematize 
the question of what sort of arti-
facts belong there, instigating a 
conflict between the object and its 
environment. In its varied forms, 
the public bric-a-brac of contem-
porary art unflinchingly direct the 
viewer's attention towards that 
grandiose public space. that para-
digmaticall y sterile and imper-
sonal construction of normalized 
value that surrounds them: the 
gallery/museum. In the case of 
the current show at the U.C.F. art 
gallery, Flying Horse Edition 
Artists, a similar (however unin-
tentional) parody of the tradition-
al museum/gallery space results 
from the amputated intimacy of 
hand-made books enclosed in 
glass. 
Robert Rivers is one of the artists featured in the current exhibition at .UCF's art gallery. 
The Jrascibles, Warhol's Brillo 
Boxes (which I always took to 
say: Look at this silly building 
and all these silly people!), the 
Watari Museum of Contemporary 
Art's "Let's Go to the Living 
Room" that opened this fall in 
Tokyo. These disputes are based 
on both politics and logistics, a 
recognition of power and p1ivi-
lege in the art world and the com-
mon-sense view that, regarding 
the diverse nature of contempo-
rary art, the traditional gallery 
space has limited applications. 
What sort of critical mass of cap-
ital and influence do I need to 
meet to be allowed the privilege 
of sitting in a chair with a Flying 
Horse Edition book in my lap, 
reading a page at a time, and turn-
ing those pages with my own 
grubby proletarian hands and not 
(the traditional form of alienation) 
a pair of white cotton gloves? 
The thirteen artists that par-
t~cipated in the show have either 
done work at the U.C.F.-based 
press or are planning to. In the 
case of the. artists who have 
worked with Prof. Ke Francis, the 
director of the Flying Horse 
Editions, their Flying Horse prints 
or books are shown alongside 
samples of their work in other 
mediums. Tony Eitherong's offer-
ings are marvelously unsettling 
and clever and Fred Burton's 
"Tattooed Hare and Teapot" 
which reinterprets an early 19th 
century drawing of the Maori 
Chief Tupai Kupa by giving the 
figure rabbit ears, is also a per-
sonal favorite. 
But I am particularly smitten 
with Robert Rivers' work, which 
focuses on the body as a whole 
and not just the face as the locus 
of expression. He employs pat-
tern, rather than traditional mod-
eling, to .endow the human and 
animal figures of his drawings, 
etchings, and paintings with a 
corporal presence, a presence 
which vibrates with energy and 
reaffirms the hegemony of ges-
ture, pantomime, and the tableau 
vivant. The headless female torso 
and lion's head that are the sub-
jects pf his drawing "The Wisdom 
of God," are delineated on three 
distinct surfaces, a water-color 
wash, a penciled sketch, and 
painted, white highlights of torn 
flesh that recall the Japanese 
seascapes of Katsushiku Hokusai 
and literally dance off of the 
paper. A stark contrast to this 
attention on the full figure is 
Rivers' ceramic work, which 
explores the expressive capacity 
of the disembodied human head, 
and definitively conveys his ver-
satility as an artist. 
I liked most of the work in 
the show, but there is something 
very wrong with the presentation 
of the books -arguably the most 
fascinating contributions. The 
single-edition, collaborative 
effort of Francis and Rivers, 
"Hunting the Crested Snipe," and 
that of Janet Nyholm and Jerome 
Kaplan, "A Housewife's Diary,". 
407- 679-0018 
bso.lute 
Owned and operated by 
UCF Alumni members 
Photo · Studios 
·~ 
had been opened to a single page 
and placed in a plexi-glass case. 
Now, one of the corollaries of the 
exponential growth of hypertext 
and electronic media is that it has 
become generally accepted that 
print media are dying (or already 
dead, depending on who you talk 
to). In conversation with Ke 
Francis, I got the impression that 
this epochal transition was crucial 
to his personal reappropriation of 
bookmaking as an art form. And 
yet the mode of presentation cho-
sen reflects none of this philo-
sophical vigor, in fact it stands in 
blatant opposition to the view that 
print is more tangible, linear, and 
textural than electronic media. 
What gives? 
The artist can no longer be 
Especially because, on aver-
age, the Flying Horse work that 
I've seen is so strong, I hope that 
with subsequent shows, Prof. 
Francis will surprise me and dras- -
tically alter the chosen mode of 
presentation, to (if I may be 
allowed the cliche) think outside 
of the box. 
We Are Close 
To You 
• 
• 
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Lead Stories 
•The Denny's restaurant chain, which paid $45 
million in 1994 to settle a lawsuit by black customers 
who claimed they were denied service, launched a $2 
million corporate anti-racism campaign on Jan. 12. 
On the same day, in San Jose, Calif., a Denny's was 
sued by 17 Hispanics who claimed they were refused 
service in Aptil 1998. A few days later, Abdussalam 
Sipes' and fellow Muslim Clarence Watson's com-
plaint to a Montana human rights agency was made 
public, revealing their charge that employees of a 
Helena Denny's deliberately added bacon (impermis-
sible in the Muslim diet) to their food as revenge for 
their having requested a specially cooked order. 
•After a two-week hearing in January in 
Washington, D.C.. outraged federal judge Royce 
Lamberth thr(iatened to hold two Cabinet secretaries. 
Inte1ior's Bruce Babbitt and Treasury's Robert Rubin. 
in contempt of comt for failing to turn over records of 
federal trnst funds held for Native Americans •records 
that Lamberth originally ordered released in 
~ovember 1996. Among the excuses offered by the 
.Vvo Jt·paitm,nts i ·that i. federr, rt Lord" c..?;>osito0 in 
~· 1t S 1utl1 t. t , co 1 .. ~ nin,ltLC' wirh r"'t \.lrop'1i n~· and 
-~ ~.t c • \,\' 11 ot n•tt t bt .. :,1u , t tht k t l r ,e 
c. ... Jdl 11 ta nJ . 
.n ;; _ .1 r \\ t 1:.r.., frn , \Ir _ ,Tt n 
L:l np~c t ' » ,r_: k • , nd mfl.1L(, con I m l ·~ 
,'s IU tba.I .i ·Ids ,mtl lmgt.. en )u~h ir"i I 1 ~- t• w 
d,m 'I: c, ~ ·atiOil\. fht co. dom \\ d patt of a pJr~ r > 
in ( "1 . ( l1lurnh1a. 
Fetishes on Parade 
•lr1 December m SL Paul, \1inn .. John 0. ",t>xton. 
43. wa ... s.cntenced to 4.5 day'> in jail for cutting off 50 
stnuds of ct woman'.'i ponytail on a btisy street in 
Augu-,t (after being rebuffed in his offer to purchase 
the locks). He apologized for his ··urges about hair". 
and \ llWed to g:et counsel mg. 
•[n \1edina. Ohio. in December, David Donathlln 
wa t.Pknced to a year in jail for teleph lr..: 1Ml',l'>'>-
1r 1 \1~Ci~i ... JJ]\,, (.l)l'q_: rt; lpk up a 1d ' me tl, rr 
it r f1'1 11i;ngt,111 l \\ 1 i I>• 1<1 I 
'1 '1 t l I 
., . 
Tw L I + L \\a tir,..:c.. a 1ou~ :'13,0P<, fo, 111 I 1r '' '' 
mo tape-. from the United States featuring ne4rl) 
nude women in stiletto heels, stepping on mice and 
frogs. A British animal-protection advocate said he 
"just can't imagine the market for this," but a New 
York animal-rights spokesperson said he thought the 
motive was a "foot-fetish type of thing" rather than 
deliberate cruelty to animals . 
Recent Rages 
•Worm Rage: Rawle Trotman. 21, Simcoe, _ 
Ontanu. August, charged with stabbing a fellow 
a"lgler 1.1 ~r. .irgument over a vvonn. Si-. ·y Rage: B1ia 1 
Heitzo,\ 18. Re.iJing, Pa., Decrmher. chdrged \\ it11 
-.ht ,.i1, .! ll. si t ·, (le..,\ ing her paralyzed be! ,v. th~ 
\lrnSl• >L.u.t:.l.toedth •.r m ""1e-.;Ji1g r:t .... '1 
1t, .. lC lL at-e: Deen.1 ~/urdm.h. i.:' C'a: ,1 '•m 
nl l r, . I • I •• \ d d1at~l:'J \\, t 1.J,o, ,;, , fvJ. I 
, adt h · ne, h.~u a x: ... h · · · 1 c · 
t)() ) -
•P11 c: ( hl:'d. K.a"•e: An umd~nt t~eJ '"1 i~ bl me· 
femak clhll)l11cr \~ .. s sought by Oakland. \1ich .. 
police in December for allegedly punc'llll,s out J 55-
yem-old female clerk at a Hudson's depaitrnent store 
when the clerk rolled her eyes at the customer's 
request for a price check on a dress. "Don't you ever 
roll your eyes at me," were the last words the clerk 
recalled before being decked. Yuletide Rage: William 
Fagyas, 82, was charged with stabbing his wife, 
Eleanor, 84, in the chest in Crown Point, Ind., in 
December because, according to police, she "was not 
in the Christmas spirit." [Oakland Press, 12-4-98] 
[USA Today, 12-23-98] 
•Only-in-California Rage: In December, Ms. 
Cathomas Starbird, a member of the school board of 
Sausalito, Calif., pleaded guilty to misdemeanor 
assault for allegedly punching, jumping on and biting 
another woman in April 1998. According to police, 
Ms. Starbird, her husband, and the other woman had 
gone out for dinner to celebrate the husband's birth-
day, and upon returning to the couple's houseboat, 
Ms. Starbird suggested sex and became furious when 
the other woman refused to perfonn oral sex on Ms. 
Starbird's husband .. 
Latest Religious Messages 
•In November. Pope John Paul II announced that 
the ) ear }000 Wliclld he a -.pu:ial holy y~rn· ~n Vv hi ... r 
f'a .. 1nli · c n l htn>1 pecial · indulg '!·re " fo1 their 
... in., that ,let, in t"l c1s \N •Id u~ to r t up tr ' 
, l'l'H~1m1 to ,1e e 1 .\l LOrdina tu p ,'1c1 ·.itmr b< ~' 
to th~ 16t.1 century. (. tho• ic \\ho i it ti. · si"k or th·: 
jailed, or\\ hu contribute to chariti ·-., 01 ""hl> fat fron1 
~·nok.ing nr drinking for as little a one <ldy. 111~) f'.d 
'>pecial d1~pen, attou, .s lo.''~ a'> the ..:ict j, accompJni.:d 
by pemtence. Globe and Mail- Reuter'>, 11-28-98] 
·~omJn Catholic \1onsignor fgnatius 
McDermott. 88, blessed a Dell laptop computer 1:-i 
December c.t hi-, headquarters m Chicago, which he 
believed to be a first (though priests have blessed ani-
mals, houses, Harley Davidsons and other things). 
''Maybe this will get (the younger generation's) atten-
tion." he said. 
•A November Chicago Sun-Time-. dispatch 
<lesc1ibed the problem . .., encountered by Anita and 
Jacob Ylartm, \\ho mov~d from Daviec;,s County, Ind., 
f \ e year~ ago ir ar. lltempt to build an Amish com 
1.unjt · :-i ' !'t'by Po\m I Jb m 10 111 ' ' e.:l t of 
\ '1.' v, I~ ·ob t > rtp rt ·1 ·h t th l'Clllp'' Ive: 
I "' I (I '() h' .. .., l .l ll l I 1 I (' 'I 
l l j ) l lfl 
i i .. , I ' ,_, 1unn 1 C1 r li 
s.:ason. 1r..:l 1<lmg the f;oo · O• • re -r~a.iun L.t:lltl? ·.Also 
111 January. Dom .. d S. Spaeth, 36, of Ballwin. Mo .. 
pleaded guilty to breaking into six cars on the lots of 
dealerships and leaving feces on the leather seats. He 
wa5 sentenced to probation and ordered to continue 
his medication. 
Weird, But Not True 
•Continuing an occasional reader-advisory series 
of recent stories that were reported elsewhere as real 
news but which were probably just made up: A 
November New York Times repmt on the difficult job 
of retitling Ameri~an mune~ to.- the Asian market 
came Vv1th a .i t of \val-k} exJmples. (One f ·~e 
tamer one : "Lcavmf" L" Vega~·· 1:')eca 11e. in ( 11mese 
in : lonf: Kong, ·-r rn Drunk. n .... Y'-•u' re :.'.. Prostitu c. ,. , 
Ho wt wr. 2'> 'IN .... rt aid m Decernl · '1_ f' 1e 
y an int· · liL''ll , 
t'P1j cun1111mirl ·d \\ t t 1c, , n le 1al l 1 h'- l > >,c 
nd 1e\er · :\e t t,a eel : .\meric~'s "ne\N ~pa h~ .. (1! 
record.'' 
(Send ynur *'in/ Ne11''> to Chuck Shepherd ot 
Wcird@cm11p11<Jen•e.co111.) 
ACROSS 
1 Projecting rock 
5 Delta deposits 
1 o Seniors' org. 
14 Distinctive air 
15 Nile port 
16 Blackthorn 
17 Bridle strap 
18 Penetrate 
19 Created, as a 
cocoon 
20 St. George's 
monster 
22 Surrounds 
24 Footprint 
26 Sorrowful drop 
27 Militant supporter 
_J 31 Inferior liquor 
35 Curved moldings 
36 False fronts 
38 Pub preference 
39 Leo's bellow 
40 Supply the food 
41 Ed or Early 
42 Put a stop to 
43 For rent, in 
Central Florida Future • 16 
London 
44 Vegetable dish © 1999 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
, 45 Method 
47 Contenders 
49. Knocks lightly 
51 Seep 
52 Extremely 
All rights reserved. 
9 Wizard 
10 Classify 
11 Swiss peaks 
pleasing 
56 Ball lasses 
60 Lovegod 
12 Lecherous man 
13 Writing 
61 likeable loser 
63 Facility 
64 Season of 
implements 
21 ~Miss 
Regrets" 
23 Neighbor of 
Vietnam 
25 Of the Vatican 
sacrifice 
65 Brookfish 
66 Bridge 
67 Processes 
leather 
27 Breathing spaces 
28 Extreme 
68 Burpee buy 
69 Potato 
fJW~ 
discomfort 
29 Is a bookwonn 
30 Music 1.;:nits 
32 Sportsca.,,ter 
Ga :nt> 
1 i:-unnyfellow 33 oidra Yl d 
34 looks afte' 
37 ft:. erca :m 
2 Q, ~ with regrets 
3 Op~·a h1gl11 91 t 
4 Saree Jr'Tlinal 
5 Act parts 
40 Decaying organi 
mixtures 
6 Go1fer Woosram 
7 Less calonc 
8 Italian city or the 
Adige 
41 L·•,e -• · rater 
43 G ~ • blue 
Sha 
44 D1mens1ons 
_ ~ed_n~day 
AA Meeting, Health 
enter tr ail er 617, 12 ~ 1 111 
e I Jr v 1llla 
associate professor of 
Psychology, Downtown 
Academic Center, 12 - 1 pm 
Baseball vs. St. Johns, UCF 
Arena, 7 pm 
SUi1day 
Baseball vs. St. Johns, UCF 
Arena, 12 pm 
t sd y 
I 
Solution on 
Page 13 
6 '.Jependson 
48 A:J'oriatons 
GO 0~"" cf Bo 'via's 
capitals 
52 Intuited 
53 Qua1er 
54 Capital of West 
Germany 
55 Loafer or slip~~ 
51 Reindeer 
herdsma:i 
58 ~acob's ~ir. 
59 Transmit 
62 Wet soi' 
thursday 
Women's basketball vs. Florida 
4tlan•ic, UCF Arena. 7 m 
' II V , .:it. J h 1S, 
111ottda 
AA Meeting, Health Resource 
Center, trailer 617, 12 - 1 pm 
Women's basketball vs. Jack 
State, UCF Arena, 5:15 pm 
Women's b' sketball vs. 
Centenary, UCF Arena, 7;30 pm 
.! 
• 
( 
• 
,, 
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• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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FOR SALE HELP WANTED 
1987 MAXJMA SE PLATINUM 
1 OWNER, l I 5K, ALL OPTIONS 
EXCEPTIONAL $2450 
365-5298 LEAVE MESSAGE 
TO ADVERTISE IN THE CENTRAL 
FLORIDA FUTURE CALL 977-1009 
Mac perf orma 6290 
16mg/1.2gb/8xCD/28.8 modem Epson 
Stylus Color printer postscript level 2 
ZIP Drive SCSI port MAC 
Powerbook 520C 12mg/200mg/19.2 
modem. Cost for all items $1200 will 
sell separately. Includes discs and 
manuals excl cond call 481-8090 
'87 CHRYSLER LEBARON 2-DooR TURBO 
COUPE. 94K MILES. NEW A/X, POWER 
EVERYTHING, AM/FM CASSETTE, FOLD 
DOWN REAR SEATS, GOLD WfBURGUNDY 
TRIM. CLEAN. RUNS GREAT! $2800. 
CALL 382-5922 
FOR RENT 
"Fraternities, Sororities & Student 
Groups'' Earn $I 000-$2000 with easy 3 
hour CIS Fund Raiser event. No sales 
required. Fund Raiser dates are filling 
up, so call today. Contact Robert 
Flanders 800-567-6247 
LUCERNE MEDLCAL 
. CENTER HAS INTERNSHIPS 
AVAILABLE IN Mfi.RKETING, ACTIVITlES 
COORDINATION GERIATRICS, & 
ADMINISTRATIONS 
. IF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222 
ACCOUNTING INTERN 
DOWNTOWN CPA FIRM SEEKS 
ACCOUNTING MAJOR TO PERF.ORM 
ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL OFFICE 
SERVICES PART-TIME WITH POTENTIAL 
FOR PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT UPON 
GRADUATION. HOURS ARE FLEXIBLE, 
PAY IS COMPETITIVE AND BENEFITS 
ARE AVAILABLE. MAIL OR FAX YOUR 
RESUME TO SAM OSWALD AT: 
SHORE & COMPANY, PA 
255 S. ORANGE AGE .. SUITE 1250 
HELP WANTED! 
. EARN EXTRA CASH'' MAKE YOUR 
OWN HOURS'! RESPONSIBLE STU-
DENT TO MARKET/MANAGE 
CTTIBANK PROMOTIONS ON CAMPUS. 
FREE GIVEAWAYS! EARN $400+/WEEK. 
CALL ANN AT 1-800-9508472 EXT. 118 
Attention all Long Distance Users! 
Talk forever anywhere in the world for 
FREE' 
*FREE LONG/DISTANCE 
*DIGITAL SOUND QUALITY 
* NO P.C. REQUIRED 
A Gi~bal Income opportunity Get started for 
less than $300. For more information call: 
1-800-371-1498 then 407-299-0462 
CAMP TAKAJO FOR BciYS, ON LONG 
LAKE, NAPLES, MAINE. NOTED FOR PIC-
TURESQUE !...OCATION, AND EXCEPTIONAL 
FACILITIBS. JUN 21-AUGUST 22. OVER 
100 COUNSELOR POSITIONS IN LAND 
SPORTS, WATER ACTfVITIBS, MUSIC, 
DRAMA PHOTOGRAPHY, PIONEERING, 
NATURE AND MUCH MORE! CALL MIKE 
SHERBUN AT 800-250-8252 OR E-MAIL 
AT TAKAJO@AOL.COM 
For advertising Information 977-1009 
ORLANDO, FL 32801 MARKETING ASSISTANT/RESEARCHER 
3BD, 2 2/1 BATH SPLIT HOUSE PHONE 407-872-0744 SOFTWARE DEVELOPER NEAR UCF SEEKS 
1 ROOM AVAILABLE $350 A MONTH FAX 407-872-0889 STRONG WRITER AND RESEARCHER. PART-
UTILITIES & CABLE 7 MIN. FROM UCF 1-----------------1 TIME, FLEXIBLE HOURS. CONTACT STEVE 
CALL 977-1051 Special event sales help needed. Good @ 380-0220 
1---------------~ Telephone skills a must. High >eommis- 1---------------
RooM FOR RENT (SUBLEASE) sions and flexible hours. Call Les at REAL ESTATE OFFICE ASSISTANT 
KNIGHTS CROSSING -PHASE III Mo. 407 _ 741 _9208 Very small ALT SPRS office. Use Win 
RENT =$385. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED 95/98 ' data entry, reports, filing, telephon-
FOR INFO CALL 787-264-74l3 OR 718_ --------------- ing. Part time, hours flexible. Call Tom at 
499_6167 CALL 977-1009 TO ADVERTISE P.A.B.R. 830-7580 
ROOM FOR RENT $300 ·noNOR: CARJNG INFERTILE COUPLE SEEKS EGG DONOR. 30 
Outstanding Opportunities 
At Progressive, we like to think of ourselves a; more 
than just an insurance company. We are driven by an 
attitude and philosophy that's unique and unexpected 
in the insurance industry--Putting people ahead of 
procedures. That philosophy has made Progressive 
one of the nation's largest auto insurance companies, 
writing $4.6 billion in policies. Our aggressive 
growth plans have created the following positions: 
· Fitness Manager: 
This individual must possess a Bachelor's degree in 
a health related field and be a certified aerobics 
instructor. We require at least 5 years of corporate 
fitness experience with fitness testing. ACSM certifi-
cation and management experience are preferred. 
Exercise Specialist 
We require a Bachelor's degree in a health related 
field, experiencewith fitness 
testing, and strong written and verbal 
communication skills; computer skills are a plus. 
You must be certified to teach aerobics. 
We offer a competitive salary & an excellent benefit, 
package including a 410 (k) and Gainsharing pro-
gram. Interested candidates should submit resumes-
indicating Job Code I Ll9MI to: Progressive; 
Centralized Recruiting, Box W 11; 6300 Wilson 
Mills Rd.; Mayfield Village, OH 44143; or fax to 
440-446-5500. Website: www.progressive.com Equal 
Opportunity Employer; M/F/D/V 
PROGRESSIVE 
;;, , . 
· . - INSTRUCTION .. 
. , . 
Bartend! 
HAVE FUN, MEET PEOPLE 
Train in 1-2 weeks 
Situated in Altamonte Springs 
1-88-BLOODYMARY 
WWW.ORLANDOBARTENDING.COM 
UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
STUDENT UNION MEETS TUESDAYS AT 8 
PM IN THE STUDENT UNION. JOIN US! 
Not on the bus line, or too far to 
walk? Liberator Shuttle service is at 
your service, Providing door to door 
service to UCF, Oviedo, & Market 
Place, Winter Springs, Longwood, 
Casselberry, Altamonte, Fare $3.00 
Call 830-7708 
HAVE FUN -RAISING FUNDS 
FOR YOUR 
CLUBS, TEAMS, & GROUPS 
EARN UP TO $500 OR MORE! 
PUT OUR 25 + YEARS OF FUNDRAISING 
EXPERIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU. CALL 
Now FOR DETAILS ON FREE CD OF YOUR 
CHOICE. 1-800-592-2121 EXT.725 
Now SEEKING CAMPUS REPS. $9/HOUR 
8-1!2 HRS/WEEK. WORK ON-CAMPUS. 
CALL ROBERT 800-567-6247 
FREE RADIO 
+ $1250 
Fundraiser open to student groups & 
organizations. Earn$3-$5 per Visa/MC 
app. We supply all materials at no cost. 
Call for info or visit our website. 
Qualified callers receive a FREE 
Baby Boom Box. 
1-800-932-0528 x 65 
www.ocmcor:icepts.com 
RESIDENTIAL LAWN SERVICE BASIC 
LAWN CARE, REASONABLE MONTHLY OR 
PER CUT RATES. UCF STUDENT CALL FOR 
QUOTES 568-9759 
ALL INCLUDED BETWEEN 
ALOMAAND RED BUG 
LAKE HOWELL CONDOS. 260-9786 
FEMALE FREESTYLE DANCERS 
WANTED FOR ONE OF THE 
LARGEST NIGHT CLUBS IN 
ORLANDO. HAVE FUN DANCING 
WIITLE MAKING MONEY. NO 
EXPERIENCE NEEDED AUDITIONS 
8 PM SAT FEB. 13 @ CAIRO NIGHT-
CLUB LOCATED ON MAGNOLIA 
YEAR CAUCASIAN, 130 LB. SEND t-------------
Two rooms for rent. Nice neighborhood 
in Union Park area. Contact Robert 
407-372-6321 10121 Jepson St. BETWEEN PINE AND CENTRAL . 
Orlando 32825 CLUB ATTIRE PLEASE. 
IOOo/o FREE 
COLLEGE TUITION 
Why put off college when the Florida Army 
National Guard can get you there right now? 1 • 
When you serve part-time in the Guard, you 
can attend school full-time while earning 
educational benefits like: 
• 100% Free College Tuition 
• Montgomery GJ. Bill 
• Tuition Assistance 
• An extra paycheck 
Some schools even give credit for Guard 
training and service. Find out how much fun 
getting to school can be. 
Call Today: 
1-800-GO-GUARD 
www.1800goguard.com 
FLORIDA 
PHOTO + DESCRIPTION, EDUCA-
TION, SPORT, HOBBY. $3500 COM-
PENSATION. PO BOX 202 16970-C 
SAN CARLOS BLVD. FT MYERS, 
FL 33908. PROVIDE MEANS OF 
CONTACT. STRICT 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
HILLEL/JEWISH STUDENT UNION 
MEETINGS EVERY MONDAY FROM 5-7 
PM IN THE STUDENT UNION 
JOIN US FOR A DISCUSSION ON 
UPC.OMING EVENTS AND EAT PIZZA! 
CHECK OUT OUR PEGASUS WEBSITE! 
ROOMMATE/NEAR UCF/ NEW 3/2 HOME 
GARAGE. PATIO, GATED, GOLF. TENNTS, 
FITNESS CTR .. POOL ETC .. No SMOKERS 
OR PETS. $550/MTH + 1/2 UTILITIES, 
WATER, PHONE CALL 407-816-7173 
rM ,,,, 
TAll:IA/l 
..... , 
..... ,.,, VHR Turbo Bed 
1
GREAT ~- 1-tMpqtb Unlimited Tanning: $35 10Tans:$25 
·singleTan: $4 STJ!DENTPBICES! 
::t:· 
"TRY US FOR THE TAN OF YOUR LIFE" 
M F · 10 9 415 S. Semoran Blvd - Winter Park on. - n. a.m. - p.m. 
I Sat. lOa.m. - 6p.m. (corner of 436 & University Blvd.) 
~~~~~~~====-~~~~~~~~.::.:::d.l::::::::::::::::s_u_n._l_la_.n_J._-_4_p._rn_. ____________ 6_7_3_-_3_1_7_1 _____ ~ 
Help make sure your personal 
" 
possessions are covered. 
Call me for information about 
outstanding renters insurance* 
Allstate Floridian Insurance Company, Home Office: St Petersburg, Florida 
*Subject to availability and qualifications. Other terms, conditions and exclusions may apply 
•" 
Dan Browne, Agent 
Corner of Alafaya and 50 
in the Publix Plaza 
( 407) 823-8855 
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The Golden Class of '99 
Kenn~· Arnold 
6-2. 195 S Booker T Washington H.S. Atlanta. GA 
Played some safety in high school but is projected a\ an outside 
linebacker at UCF. .. Came lo the Golden Knights despite. being 
pur~mcd by other schools late ... Among those schools was 
Mruyland. who got a commitment from Amol<l's good friend. 
quarterback Latrez Harrison 
Kruczek says:"Amold's a guy who wa> overlooked by a lot of 
schools. Everyone was going in talking about Latrez Harrison 
and the wide receiver at that school and didn' 1 take a strong look 
at Kenny. But we feel very fortunate to have him an<l I think he's 
going to be a factor down the road ... 
Corey Baker 
5-10. 185 RB Armwood H.S. Seffuer. FL 
Avemged 10.6 yards a carry .. .likely will redshirt ... recruited by 
UCF assistant head coach Alan Gooch. who knew him from the 
three UCF camps he attended. 
Gooch says:'1Ie's a guy who we felt would fit into our !-tailback 
slot and when we 
go into our one-back offense.And when we wru1t to throw the 
football. he runs great routes and does a lot in the open field. His 
ability in the open field. we feel. is as good as you can get." 
Brent Bolar 
6-3, 235 DE McGill Toolcn H.S. Mobile. AL. 
Hm; the composure and physical nature to make an 
impact...another skilled signee from the state of Alabama. 
Kruczek says: "He's a kid who has a chance to come in here and 
play pretty quickly." 
Larry Brown 
6-2. 303 DT T1inity Christian H.S. Jacksonville. FL 
Big lineman who represents UCFs growth .. .is a ready-made 
player who already is at his playing weight. .. moves well despite 
size. 
Kruczek says: '·He'll run I 0 yards as well ai anyone in .any 
direction. We feel very fortunate to have that young mru1:· 
EllisDeBrow 
6-4, 185 WR Woodham H.S. Pensacola. FL 
Chose the Golden Knighls over several SEC schools ... is a great 
deep-ball receiver ... was ranked among the top players in the state 
by prep guru Bill Buchalter of the Orlando Sentinel. 
Kruczek says: "DeBrow is a big-time receiver." 
Chris Decker 
6-7. 240 TE Flan~gan H.S. Pembroke Pines. FL 
Ha~ great height but needs some more weight and strength ... will 
probably benefit from re<lshi1t year. .. was rated among the top 
tight en<l prospects by the Border Wru·s recruiting sen·ice. 
K111czek qy,:"He·, a gilled athlete at that height Ob\iously we 
have to develop some strength m him but he can be a factor 
down the roa<l for us. 
l\mariah Farro\\ 
6"5. 309 OT Chilton County H.S. Clanton . .AL 
Nanic'll om: of the top I 0 defensive linemen lw Alabama 
h1othall lllus1ra1ed. will play on the offens1vt line for the 
Gnldcn Km~hts ... Chose UCF over Auhum. 
K111cz<.'k says:.The thing he \\'as 1mpresse<l about was how we 
promoted Daunte Culpepper. He thinks he can win the Lombardi 
Trophy. He teels what we did with Culpepper. we can <lo for him 
on that offens1Ye line. A visionm:. so to speak. an<l we're very. 
wry fn11Lmale 10 have him c.:omc: here." 
TraYis Fisher 
5-10. 185 CB Godby H.S.Tallaha~see. FLCoffeyville (Kan.) J.C 
Early signee who counts towards last year ·s scholarship 
limit...UCFs first impact rec111it who is already enmlled in class-
es ... extremely fastathlctc who selected UCF over Alabama. 
Krnczek says:"Travis Fisher is probably the best coverage gu> in 
the JC's. He will play immediately next year. probably in Paul 
Miranda's spot." 
Jimmy Fryzel 
5-11. 175 WR Lakeland H.S. Lakelru1d. fL 
Made an impression on Gooch at a UCF camp and was offered a 
scholarship on the spot ... will add depth to an already solid 
receiving COJ1JS. 
Gooch says: "He\ a precision route mnner and has very good 
upper body strength, probably as good as we have on our team 
now. He does a real good job blocking downfield which you 
have to have. But also he won't drop a pass and runs great routes 
and has good speed." 
Sean Gaudion 
6-2. 245 FB Hillsborough H.S. Tampa FL 
UCF's first prep fullback signec smce Page Sessoms ... will allow 
UCF a big blocking back for goal-line situations. 
Kruczek says:"He'll give us a chance lo line up in two-back in 
the I-formation when 
it's crunch time to pick up valuable yards or if we have to pos-
sess the football and knock linebackers out of the hole. We feel 
real fortunate to have him." 
Brandon Greenlee 
6-1. 205 LB Bronson H.S. Bronson. FL 
Played for a Class 2A power in high schooLWill likely redshirt 
this season. 
Kruczek says:"We feel real good about him. He runs extremely 
well. He played on a small team and made 80 percent of the 
tackles. He was all over the place. He's-a playmaker and is going 
to be a big factor for us down the road." 
Ernest Holley 
6-6. 240 OT Orange Park H.S. Orange Park, FL 
Speedy tackle who will be redshllted in order to gain size. but 
maintain mobility. 
Jason Hollins 
6-4, 245 DT South Plantation H.S . Plantation, FL 
One of six athletes on the defensive line signed by UCF. .. comes 
in with good core size. but will probably redshirt to reach a more 
effective playing weight. 
Ryan Huffman 
6-5, 225 DE Winter Park H.S Winter Pru-k. FL 
Local product from Orange County ... has a big frame K111czek 
says can get bigger. Huffman is 6-5. 225 but Kmczek thinks his 
body could grow to 270 ... will probably be redshirted so he can 
fill out and learn the system. 
Kruczek says:"We had recruited him as an inside guy but more 
tban likely his position 
will be at delensive end light now." 
Mario Jackson 
6-2. :mi Tf:. Palatka H.S. Palatka. FL 
\1ighl he one of the hcst all-around tight ends LICF ha\ ever 
signed ... ver.;atility is his biggest asset. 
Kruczek says:"He brings tremendous strength an<l athleticism to 
the position. In years past, we always ha<l a tight en<l who could 
block but <liun't du a great iob runnin_l! <llmnlield catching pass· 
es. Or we ha<l a tight en<l who wa-; ton small an<l couldn't block 
but could catch the ball. Mario is the closest pla)cr we e\t'r 
recrnile<l who can <lo both. We're looking for big thmgs from 
him ... 
Gabe Leavitt 
6-0. 175 K Mandarin H.S. Jacksonville. FL 
Will be given every opponunit): to win the JOh vacated by Fre<l 
Waczewski. .. Cla:,s 6A 
first-team all-state selection who was name<l one of the country's 
top 100 prospects by The Sporting News ... His father.Allan. is a 
former All-Ame1icm1 kicker at Gecirgia who spent three yeru-s in 
the NFL. 
Kruczek says:"He comes from tremendous blood lii1es and is a 
very successful young 
man.Ob\ iuusly kicking\ a big part ur our game an<l we needed 
someone whu wa\ competent enough to kick ticl<l goals and 
extra points and put the ball in the end zone. He ·s someone we 
feel can do that. .. 
Brian Miller 
6-5. 225 QB Science Hills H.S. Johnson City. TN 
Can throw a football 80 yards, a baseball 93 mph and has tons of 
potential... plans on enrolling at UCF this summer to begin 
working on learning UCF"s offense ... probably will redshirt. 
Kruczek says:"South Carolina and Duke jumped in on (Miller) 
late but we· re real 
fortunate to have him. The upside with Brian is that if he'll work 
at it. he cru1 be the guy in the future.He'll be fortunate enough to 
probably rcashirt next season and try ru1d learn the offense from 
Lhe grnund up without having to be put into Lhe fire." 
Elton Patterson 
6-2, 252 DE Rickards H.S. Tallahassee, FL 
Earned all-state honors at defensive end ... played for one of the 
state's top prep powers. 
Kruczek says:"He's a big kid who runs very. very well. He finds 
the football and is very aggressive." 
Victor Penn 
6-1. 175 QB Miami. FL Garden City (Kansas) C.C. 
Will enroll at UCF this.summer after passing for 2,010 yards and 
15 TDs for Garden City (Kan.) CC ... Started games at Florida, 
Clemson and Tennessee and earned Freshman All-SEC honors at 
South Carolina in l 996 .. .Will push to become Daunte 
Culpepper's immediate successor. 
Kruczek says:"We beat a lot of schools for that young man. 
What he brings to the table is tremendous experience against 
great opponents. He's a seasoned quruterback mechru1ically. He 
has good feet. above-average arm. I feel very. very pleased to 
have a guy with his experience and with his leadership qualities." 
Dwight Perkins 
6-2, 210 LB Plantation H.S. Plantation. FL Fork Union 
Military Academy 
Signed with Clemson out of Plantation High after earning all-
state honors and setting his school's career tackling record with 
331 as a three-year starter...he will have four years remaining at 
UCF. .. expected to see immediate action. 
Kruczek says:"He'IJ probably do a lot of playing this sea•;on. 
He's a seasoned guy. a mature individual who we expect a lot 
out or an<l are ve1y happy Lo get:· 
Antione Poe 
6-0. 195 LB Kathleen H.S. Lakeland. FL 
Was one of the state's top prospects before he suffered a season-
ending knee injury in the season opener. .. is likened tu fonner 
FSU stru1<lout linebacker Dc:nick Broo~ ... will em·oll-in Jru1umy • 
as a blueshirt tc gl\"e his knee additional time to heal 
Kruc1ck says:"Hc was going to Florida State. that's how good he 
was. They had already offered but they got off of the offer 
because of the knee. We had the knee checked out by our onho-
pedics and it is fin~.We just thought bringing him 111 111 January 
woul<l give him mo1·e time to rehab the knee anll not put him in a 
situation where he woul<l try Lo play a little too soon.· 
Derek Ponder 
6-1. 180 WR Vanguard 1-1.S Ocala. FL 
Good-sized receiver from UCF s favorite high school...continues 
the pipeline from the Vanguard Kmghts to the Golden 
Knights. .. will be able to leru11 from fom1er teammate Kenny 
Clark. cousin of another famous Vanguard alum, Dau me 
Culpepper. 
Taylor Robertson 
6-6. 265 TE Lasalle Secondruy School Kingston. Ontario 
Early signee who counts towru"ds last year's scholarship 
limit...already enrolled in classes at UCF. .. Canadian tight end 
will get a look at his natural position. but because of size and 
agility seems like a natural fit at nlfrns1ve tackle. 
Commer Rucker 
5-9. 170 CB St. Thomas Aquina'> H.S. Fort Lauderdale. FL 
The Golden Knights· smallest recruit. .. Kruczek said one look at 
game film 1.vas all it took for him to be comfoce<l Rucker can 
play. 
Kruczek says:"Usually you don't recruit guys that small. but you 
look at the tape. all he does is make plays. He score<l Louch-
downs as a quarterback for them, he makes tackles and picks off 
passes. We couldn · t overlook this guy and he wanted to come 
here." 
Asante Samuel 
5- l I. 187 CB Boy<l Anderson H.S. Lauderdale Lakes, FL 
Earned first-team Class 6A all-state honors ... played comerback 
in high school. but will likely switch to safety for UCF. 
Kruczek says:"He's very versatile, very aggressive. Heil hit you. 
He has good coverage qualities and will be an impact guy for 
us." 
Jesse Schiele 
6-6, 320 OT Jefferson H.S. Tampa FL 
Late signee who already has the size, but will not qualify to 
play ... UCF will place him in a junior college in the hopes of get-
ting him back down the road. 
Thad Ward 
5-10. 195 WR Godby H.S. Tallahassee, FL Coffeyville 
(Kan.)J.C. 
Early signee who counts toward last year's ~cholarship 
limit...Half-brother of UCF comerback recruit Travis 
Fisher. .. runs a 4.4/40 and will be used immediately because of 
big-play ability. 
Kruczek says:"Not only did we sign quality athleticism. but 
tremendous speed in our skill position. Ward will play receiver 
for us (right away).'· 
Chris Weeks 
6-2, 285 DT Dwyer H.S. Palm Beach Gardens, FL 
A powerful lmeman who can bench p1;ess 400 pound~ and is a 
full academic qualifier .. Scheduled to come in as a blue shirt in 
the sp1ing. but could slide in earlier should someone not qualify. 
Kruczek says: "He· s as nasty as a snake. He agreed to come in 
January. Mru-:;hall pounded him to death about coming there but 
he want<; to stay in the state and play for us." 
Terrance Williams 
5-9. 185 TB Clearwater H.S. Clearwater. FL Hinds (Miss.) 
c.c. 
One of the most decorated athletes ever signed by UCF. .. gained 
1.436 ym·ds on 22 cmries (6.4 avg.) and scored 16 TDs m se\en 
game.\ last sea~on. earning the !\JCAA Player of the Yt!ar 
awar<l ... will challenge for,a sta1ting spot. 
Kruczek says;··we s1gne<l what amounts to the He1sman Tronhy 
wmner OfJumor college. He was recruited hy vl1tuall) every 
bod) whu\ anybody m this country.I'd like to compare lllP to 
John A\ery from J\lississipp1 \\ho's playing with the Dolphins. 
Ob\ iously he's not quite as talented at this po1•1t. but he has the 
same skills. T remcndous han<ls in Lile 01Jen Jield <:atching Lil<: 
football. Ht!'ll take it the distance with ~1s great speed. He .:an 
run up ins1<le with power." 
John Wimberly 
6-6. 300 OT Godby H.S. Tallaha\see. fL 
Considered a "sleeper" by Krut:zek ... a standout basketball player 
who never set any other visits becaw;e he <li<ln't want to miss 
basketball and because he like<l CCF sq much ... probably will 
redshi1t. 
Kruczek says: "We got on him ve1y, ve1y early and he was very 
mtereste<l in us. l think he's a sleeper, so to speak. He rnul<l be 
340. He looks like he's about 250. What we look for in offensive 
linemen is a big, tall kid who can grow \vim's lean and cru1 run. 
He fits die bill.· 
STOP! 
DON'T SWALLOW THAT CONDOM. 
Save up to 70% on travel, 
or even travel free. 
Breakfast Menu 8:30 'am - 10:30 am 
And no nervous feeling In your stomach 
when you go through Customs. 
www.go41ess.com/student 
There's a · whole world 
out there . 
. Explore it with Contiki 
(1'er-..p hcke(s. C,r-er-..( r-..dvl<e. 
fVl<e people. 
London 
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pun:hase. Fares do not include taxes, whlcn can 
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for our low domestic fares a.ncl fuu to ocher 
world wide dHtinar:ion,. 
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1) Special 
2 eggs, 2 bacon, 
potato cakes, and 
toast ... $2.99 
2) "Breakfast 
Slider" 
Sub roll with scram-
bled egg, bacon, 
cheese, onion, and 
green pepper ... $3.59· 
3) "The Bomb" 
Kaiser with egg, 
cheese, and 
bacon ... $1.89 
4) Island French 
Toast 
Thick batter 
French Toast a 
secret island 
recipe ... $2.99 
Locos is now open at 8:30 atn for breakfast! 
Jring a Future into Locos Wednesday 
tMorn~ngs and we~ll buy you coffee! 
282--1900 • Fax 282-1905 • Located in the UCF Student Union 
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For ticket information calJ: ( 407) 823-6006 
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UCF students 
free with 
valid 
ID 
d ccr~ 
Ticket Prices 
$4 for adults 
$2 for kids 6-17 
5 and under free 
For more information call: (407) 823-2807 
Williams will compete for 
action in UCF backfield 
FROM PAGE 24 
terback in the future." 
Tailback Terrance Williams (5-
9, 185) was another outstanding 
pickup for the Knights from Hinds 
JC in Mississippi. He was referred 
to as the "Heisman Trophy winner 
out of junior college." He is an 
elusive runner, but he can run 
through defenses as well. He will 
provide immediate improvement 
in the backfield and will challenge 
Edward Mack and Omari Howard 
for the starting job. 
"I would compare him to John 
Avery of the Dolphins," Kruczek 
said. "He has tremendous hands in 
the open field, and he can take it 
the distance with his great speed." 
Corey Baker (5-10, 185) aver-
aged lQ.6 yards per carry in high 
school, and he should be a nice 
addition to the Knights backfield, 
although he'll probably redshirt 
due to UCF's running back depth. 
Sean Gaudion (6-2, 245) is the 
first true fullback recruited by 
UCF since Page Sessoms, and he 
will allow the Knights to go into 
power sets for short yardage. 
UCF added four players at the 
positions that they have the deep-
est returning core of players: wide 
receiver. However, the new addi-
tions will be able to learn to -sys-
tem from Charles Lee and Kenny 
Clark. Thad Ward (5-10, 195) and 
Ellis DeBrow (6-4, 185) are the 
two key additions. Ward, a WCO 
transfer who runs a 4.4, has big 
play ability and should fit into the 
Knights offense immediately. 
Meanwhile, DeBrow scored 16 
touchdowns last season in high 
school and earned All-Southeast 
honors. Jimmy Fryzel (5-11, 175) 
and Derek Ponder ( 6-1, 180) were 
also key receiver recruits. 
"Not only did we sign quality 
athleticism, but tremendous speed 
in our skill position," Kruczek 
said. "Ward will play receiver for 
us (right away), and Ellis DeBrow 
is a big time receiver." 
The Knights also got a lot big-
ger and stronger with the offen-
sive line and tight ends. Amariah 
Farrow (6-5, 309) chose UCF over 
Auburn and Alabama because he 
thinks UCF can help him win the 
Lombardi Award. John Wimberly 
(6-6, 300) adds more size for the 
Knights, while Ernest Holley (6-6, 
240) is small and quick. Late addi-
tion Jesse Schiele (6-6, 320) prob-
ably won't qualify and will be 
placed in a junior college by UCF. 
UCF added three tight ends 
with Taylor Robertson (6-6, 265) 
probably being converted to a 
tackle. Robertson was an early 
signee and is joined by Chris 
Decker (6-7, ·240) and Mario 
Jackson (6-2, 230). 
"Another issue that we had to 
face was graduating three very tal-
ented offensive linemen," 
Kruczek said. "At tight end, 
Mario Jackson brings tremendous 
strength and athleticism to the 
position. Chris Decker is a gifted 
athlete." 
Similar to the situation at 
receiver, the defensive line returns 
all four starters but signed five 
new faces. Each- of the following 
five players will have a year to 
develop before they figure into the 
mix on defense: Brent Bolar (6-3, 
235), Larry Brown, (6-2, 303), 
Jason Hollins (6-4, 245), Ryan 
Huffman (6-5, 225), and Elton 
Patterson (6-2, 252). 
Dwight Perkins highlights the 
signings at linebacker. Perkins (6-
2, 210), who originally committed 
to Clemson, went to prep school 
before joining UCF. He is expect-
ed to help fill the void left by 
Mike Palmer and Deon Porter. 
Kenny Arnold (6-2, 195) likely 
will drop from safety to outside 
linebacker. Brandon Greenlee (6-
1, 205) was the other signee. 
'The }?est signee that we had is 
Dwight Perkins." Kruczek said. 
'~He will probably do a lot of play-
ing this season. He's a seasoned 
guy, and a very mature individ-
ual." 
Travis Fisher (5-10, 185) com-
mitted to UCF in December. 
spurning Alabama. He runs a 4.31 
and will step in at cornerback for 
the Knights. Commer Rucker (5-
9, 170) is smaller, but will also 
play comerback. Asante Samuel 
(5-11, 187) played corner in high 
school, but could be moved to 
safety. 
"Travis Fisher is probably the 
best coverage guy in the JC's,'' 
Kruczek said. "He will play 
immediately next year, probably 
in Paul Miranda's spot." 
Gabe Leavitt was ranked as 
high as ninth by some recruiting 
magazines as a kicker. He kicked 
and punted in high school, much 
like current UCF ·punter Xavier 
Beorlegui. He was signed to 
replace the graduating Fred 
Waczewski. 
Two players were signed but 
probably will not come to UCF 
until January. Antoine Poe, a line-
backer who originally signed with 
Florida State, will take time to 
rehab an injured knee. Chris 
Weeks, a defensive lineman, will 
wait a semester to join the 
Knights. Both will have the bene-
fit of going through two spring 
practices and a red-shirt year with-
out it affecting their eligibility. 
This year's recruiting class is 
an indication of the impact that 
Culpepper had on this program. 
Previously, top athletes would 
consider UCF, but then choose 
another school. Now UCF's for-
tunes have been reversed due to a 
19-14 record in Division I-A. 
"At this time last year and 
years in the past, we didn't know 
who was coming," Kruczek said. 
"Kids had four of five other places 
to go, and most of the time they 
went to those places. I feel real 
good about what we got accom-
plished. We recruited against 
some great schools and some very 
prestigious programs." 
UCF has put itself on the map 
in the eyes of many high school 
players, and that was evident in 
this year's recruiting class. 
"I don't know how many (of 
the new recruits) are going to con-
tribute to next year's success,'' 
Kruczek said. "But we set a stan-
dard that we are gonna be held to 
in the future." 
"l 
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UCF loses 2 of 3 to Nicholls State 
The Knights baseball team entered the three-game weekend 
series on a high from their performance in the Olive Garden Classic 
the previous week. However, UCF struggled in in every aspect of 
its game in dropping the first two games of the series due to poor 
pitching, poor fielding, and lack of hitting. 
"We kind of scrambled around a couple of nights trying to find 
ourselves," Coach Jay Bergman said. "Early in the season you're 
gonna experience that. We had to shuffle the lineup around and give 
some guys a chance to play that hadn't played." 
The Knights ran into a problem they had yet to have face-
defensive struggles. UCF committed 10 errors this weekend, result-
ing in seven unearned runs. 
"This has to be a team that plays good defense," Bergman said. 
"And we're not really gonna hit the ball out of the ballpark." 
However, after consecutive losses, Sunday proved to be a whole 
new ballgame for the Knights. They got a solid start from Troy 
Satterfield - minus the seventh inning - and four home runs from 
three different players. They also got clutch hitting for the first time 
in four games. 
"I thought it was a must (win) game for us," Bergman said. "I 
think we were a little more relaxed and in the flow. Particularly 
early in the season, it takes a little while to get going and get mov-
ing." 
Fortunately, UCF has nine more games before it travels to Troy 
State for the opening of Trans America Athletic Conference play. 
The Knights will also be able to see how far they've come when 
tncy travel to Baton Rouge to face collegiate powerhouse, 
Louisiana State. Next up, however, is a series against St. John's, 
where UCF we'll look to put things together. 
"It's hard to tell because early in the season you're trying to find _ 
rhythm," Bergman said. "You're only playing on the weekends and 
you have four or five days off. The month of February will get us 
into a pretty good rhythm, and we'll find out some more things." 
First time is the charm 
Outfielder Jeremy Frost, designated hitter/third baseman Pete 
Gavillan, and shortstop Mike Fox all were first time offenders dur-
ing Sunday's 12-6 victory over Nicholls State. Their offense was 
hitting their first collegiate home runs. 
Frost enjoyed it so much that he doubled his pleasure by adding 
a second home run, but his first will be very memorable. 
After the Knights tied the game, 1-1, in the first inning, Frost, ·a 
freshman from Oviedo High School, came up with the bases loaded 
and two outs. He was O-for-2 in his college career thus far, but he 
took the offering from NSU's Justin Flaitz and went opposite field 
off the Citrus Bowl. He followed his grand slam up with a towering 
shot that hugged the left field fair po~e. 
Frost's second homer in the third inning followed after Fox's 
first blast. Fox was only 1-for-10 before sending his shot out to left-
center. Gavillan got his first homer in the sixth inning to give the 
Knights a 10-1 lead on a line shot over the left field wall. 
"To get some good help from your freshmen is very important," 
Bergman said. 
Especially when it's in the form of a round-tripper. 
Who1s hot, who1s not: · 
Hot: Bill Oakley is batting .500 (9-for-18) with a team-leading 
six RBis ... Matt Bowser leads the team with 10 hits, while Dustin 
Brisson has drawn a team-high six walks ... Troy Satterfield is 1-1 
with a 2.77 ERA in two starts ... Jason Arnold has pitched in all three 
victories, with five strikeouts and no hits allowed in 3.1 innings. He 
also has two saves ... 
Not: Justin Pope has failed to go five innings in each of his first 
two starts. He has thrown nine innings with an ERA of 6.00 ... Since 
going 2-for-5 against South Alabama, Keith Walsh is only 2-for-
13 .. .Ivan Trujillo (3-for-20), Tim Boeth (2-for-13), Mike Fox (2-
- for14), Andy Johnson (l-for-8), and Darryl Stephens (1-for-10) all 
are hitting below .200 for the season. 
Tinker Field has its advantages 
With the UCF baseball team moving their temporary downtown 
home of Tinker Field in the Citrus Bowl's neighborhood, Knights 
fans should be very familiar with the area. 
Now, to keep in the spirit of UCF football, fans should start a 
. tradition that is rarely seen in college baseball:tailgating. Everyone 
loves to do it, so why not catch a baseball game on a Friday, 
Saturday, or Sunday with a few friends. 
Tinker Field offers all the ~omforts of home, but a professio;al 
atmosphere. It is a major league-siLed field that is 425 feet to dead 
center field. It has full seating with plenty of exposure to the sun for 
al wh0 enjoy tann ing at gamec;. But most importantly. it has what 
al l C ~ f<x,th<.11 tan ('Woy about the games at the neighboring 
C itru 1)0-A l .:ve,yone· favoritt- tl i.:.; ktter word \\ hich ~1.;,~· llv 
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Not only are we there for you when you graduate ... 
U~F 
ALUMNI 
... We are here for you when you are a e;tudent too. 
U~F 
SAA 
Get plugged into the "Real World~. 
Join the Student Alumni Ae;e;ociation today 
and take advantage of these great benefits: 
•Fun Social!3 •Free Seminar!3 • Scholar!3hip!3 • 
• Free T-shirt and Lapel Pin • Local Discounts from Area Merchants • 
• Networking with Prominent Alumni Prof esslonals • Leadership Opportunities• 
• lnvitation!3 to Mingle with Alumni at Various Event!3 • 
• Student Alumni Ambassadors Council (SMC) • Mentor Program • 
• One Year Subscription to Pegasus Magazine • 
•Your CONNECTION to tne "Real World. 11 • 
For more information call 407-823-3453 
or atop by the Administration Building, room 340. 
For more insight into UCF sports check out 
our website @ www.sunshinenetwork.com 
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we PJayYouR Game 
www.SunShineNeHlorK.Ccm 
Monday through Friday 
10:00 pm: Sunshine Network Live! A lively 1 hour round 
table sports talk including phone calls from you the fan! 
Wednesday February 10, 1999 
6:30 pm : Golden Knight Basketball with Coach Kirk Speraw 
7:00 pm: Orlando Magic@ New Jersey Nets (LIVE) 
Friday February 12, 1999 
7 :00 pm : Cincinnati Cyclones @ Orlando Solar Bears (LIVE) 
Sunday February 14, 1999 
2:30 pm: 'Milwaukee Bucks @ Orlando Magic (LIVE) 
Monday February 15, 1999 
l :00 pm: Tampa Bay Lightning @ New York Islanders (LIVE) 
Tuesday February 16~ 199? 
7:00 pm : Or and< 1\lla(Tic (ai Cle 1eland Cav ~ ier~ t .IVE ) 
• 
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Red Storm bl.ows into Tinker Field for-three games 
TRAVIS BELL 
STAFF WRITER 
Following Tuesday night's contest at 
Bethune-Cookman in Mell;>0urne's 
Space Coast Stadium, UCF will look to 
get more acclimated to its new surround-
ings. The Knights will be tested with a 
three-game series against Big East mem-
ber St. John's this weekend at Tinker 
Field. 
While the Red Storm are best known 
for a Top I 0-ranked basketball program, 
their baseball team is not far behind after 
a 28-17 record last year, including 11-7 
in Big East competition. St.John's 
strength, although rare for a team from 
the north, is that its a pitching-dominant 
team. 
"I know that they have two real good 
pitchers," Coach Jay Bergman said. 
"We' re gonna have to pitch well and 
play defense." 
Junior Pat Collins and sophomore 
Kevin McGerry are the "two real good 
pitchers" referred to by Bergman. Both 
were selected as pitchers on the Pre-
Season All-Big East squad by most pub-
lications. 
Collins led the team last year with 79 
strikeouts in 75 innings of work. He 
compiled a 4-3 record with a 4.20 ERA. 
Still, it's McGerry who is the gem. He 
earned Baseball America Freshman All-
America honors after going 6-2 with a 
Season Pitcher of the Year. 
With two dominant hurlers, St.John's 
is picked by most baseball analysts to 
finish second in the conference behind 
Notre Dame. Baseball America ranked 
the Red Storm 46th in the preseason poll 
and selected them as a team that will 
earn a NCAA Tournament bid. 
Fort:unately for the Knights, they 
have seven games under their belt head-
ing into the series with St. John's, who 
will be opening its season in Orlando. As 
with most first games for college teams, 
it can always be an adventure. But that 
can be an advantage and a disadvantage 
for the Knights because they don't know 
what to ex.pect. 
"This will be their first game of the 
year," Bergman said. "So we' 11 just take 
it one game at a time. Hopefully, we can 
take advantage of some mistakes and get 
out there and play hard." 
St.John's will be looking to set the 
tone for its season with a team that fea-
tures just two seniors: catcher Robert 
Fierro and pitcher Scott Heiling. Junior 
third baseman Mike Dzurilla should lead 
the offensive charge this season. 
Selected on most all-conference teams, 
he batted .427 with nine home runs and 
49 RBI's last year, adding 20 stolen 
bases. 
2.06 ERA and · 62 strikeouts. The Big FuTuRE FILE PHoTo 
St. John's is the fourth of 11 teams 
ranked in Baseball America's Pre-
Season Top 100 that the Knights · will 
face this season. East coaches selected him as the Pre- Infielder Tim Boeth has seen action at shortstop after playing second base last year. 
Apply for th~ 1999 
Homecoming 
Executive Board! 
Applications available on February 8 in the 
CAB office, SU Rm#215. 
Applications are due by February 18 at Spm. 
Positions Available: 
*Assistant Director 
*Advertising DIRECTOR 
*Judges and Awards Director 
*King and Queen Director 
*Marketing Director 
*Assistant Marketing Director 
*Parade Director 
*Assistant ParadeDirector 
*Promotions Director 
*Internal PR Dire~tor 
*External PR Director 
*Rules and Regulations Director 
*Skit Knight Director 
*Spirit Splash Director 
*Greek Extrav Liaison 
Funded by the Activ ity and Service fee a~ allocated by the Student Governtnent Assoc1atton 
> 
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Despite cqaching change, 
UCF tennis remains strong 
DAVID MARSTERS 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF tennis has seen a vast improvement during 
the last seven years, and this year's team looks to con-
tinue that trend. Despite losing well-respected Coach 
Gail Falkenberg to the Sports Club of Las Vegas in 
January, the men and women's squads are looking 
good early in the season. The men have gotten off to 
a 2-0 start, defeating Bethune-Cookman College and 
conference foe Jacksonville University, while the 
women have begun the season 1-1, beating 
Jacksonville and losing, 5-4, to highly regarded South 
Florida. 
"There seems to have been a smooth transition," 
said acting head coach Michael Dublin, who has 
inherited the task of leading a men's team which has 
gone 107-53-1 over the past seven seasons, and a 
women's team who is the two-time defending TAAC 
champion. 
The women's team returns five starters from last 
year's 21-3 squad, including reigning TAAC Player-
of-the-Year Veronica Widyadhaima. Also returning 
are sophomores Daniella Okal, Sonja Prokopec and 
Ann-Jeanette Svantesson, and senior Rachna Ashai·, 
who has 104 victories as a Golden Knight. Key addi-
tions include South Alabama transfer Gaelle 
Gouttefarde, who has already stepped in at the #2 sin-
gles spot, and former UCF team member Hadas 
Ronen, who posted the best winning percentage in 
schooi history in 1997. 
"Our women's team is tough as nails," Dubin said, 
"and I expect to have some great things happen with 
our players." 
The u(F liconse'' plate •• , 
mab the thun9e'! 
The men's team looks to improve on last year's 
second-round loss to Florida International in the 
TAAC Tournament. Gone from last year's team are 
Pelle Brunskog, who earnedAll-TAAC honors in each 
of the last two seasons, and doubles specialist Teddy 
Tandjung. To make up for those key losses, UCF has 
added three transfers to complement their four return-
ing starters, resulting in one of the deepest UCF men's 
teams ever. 
David Winberg, who went 15-5 last season and 
will play in the #1 singles spot, returns along With vet-
eran starters Greg Novak, Pedro Pacheco, and Robert 
Muzio. Federico Camacho and Fernando Martinez 
have transferred to UCF after one season at South 
Carolina State, and William Guerin joins the Knights 
from William Carey College. Camacho will play in 
the #2 singles spot and the #1 doubles team, while 
Guerin is playing #3 singles and #2 doubles. Johan 
Westin is the lone freshman on this year's squad. 
"The team is looking pretty strong," said Martinez, 
"I think we have a good chance of winning our con-
ference." 
Florida International has left the TAAC, leaving 
the road to the conference title a little smoother for the 
men's team. Dublin echoed his player's positive out-
look. 
"The men's team has an enormous amount of tal-
ent and a lot of discipline," he said. "We have some 
great chemistry on our doubles teams." 
The women should once again be the favorites to 
win the TAAC Championship, and have a tough 
schedule that includes a number of nationally ranked 
opponents to prepare them for a run at the NCAA 
Tournament iri May. 
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Women's soccer signs eight to 
letters of intent for 1999 season 
University of Central Florid<f Women's Soccer Coach 
Karen Richter announced the signing of Brooke Asby, 
Nicole Cieslak, C.C. Guillan, Amanda King, Jessica 
Kuhlman, Sara McDonald, Jackie VanLooven and Allison 
Weber to letters of intent for the 1999 season on 
Wednesday. The signing class has a distinctly local flavor 
to it as five of the eight signees hail from the Central 
Florida ai·ea. 
"This is definitely one of the best recruiting Classes 
we've ever had here," said Richter. "It's the most players 
we've ever had on signing day. Not only did we replace 
graduating seniors, but this class gives us the much needed 
depth to allow our team future success." 
Brooke Asby is a 5-10 defender/midfielder from 
Oviedo. She has been a standout for Oviedo high school 
and for the FC Kumba club soccer team. She is also an 
Olympic Development Program State Team player. 
Nicole Cieslak, a 5-8 forward out of Orlando, has also 
played for FC Kumba and Boone High School. She is a 
four-time State Team Olympic Development Program play- · 
er with FC Kumba and was also a Southeast Region Pool 
player. 
C.C. Guillan is a 5-5 outside midfielder/forward from 
Sanford, who starred at Seminole High School. She also 
was a member of the FC Kumba Club Team and is three-
time State Team Olympic Development Player. 
Though not from the Central Florida area Amanda King 
has strong ties to UCF. King's brother, Brad King, was a 
standout catcher for the Golden Knights baseball team 
from 1994-96. King, a native of Austin, Texas, is a center 
midfielder/forward at Westlake High School and is a mem-
ber of the Austin Thunder club soccer team. She is a two- . 
time South Texas State Olympic Development Program 
player and has twice gone to the regional ODP camp. 
Jessica Kuhlman joins the Golden Knights in a time of 
need. With the recent graduation of UCF all-time saves 
leader Alyssa O'Brien, Kuhlman will be ainorig those 
fighting for the starting spot in goal next year. A 5-7 .d 
native of St. Charles, Mo., Kuhlman played in goal for 
Francis Ho~ell North High School and the JB Marine club 
team that went to the national tournament in 1998. She 
was an Olympic Development Regional Pool player in 
1997. 
Sara McDonald is one of three defenders joining the 
Golden Knights for the 1999 season. ·McDonald, a 5-6 
native of Brighton, Mich., played for Brighton High 
School the last four years and was a member of the 
Michigan Hawks club soccer team. McDonald was also a 
four-time State Team Olympic Development Program play-
er. 
Jackie VanLooven is one of two players from the 1998 
Florida State Champion Lake Mary High School soccer 
team. VanLooven is a 5-6 defender who also played for 
the FC Kumba club soccer team. 
Allison Weber also played on Lake Mary's state cham-
pionship team last year. Weber is a 5-6 midfielder and is 
the final of five players from the FC Kumba club soccer 
team among UCF's signees. 
Davis earns Player-of-the-Week honors 
Chariya Davis became the first 
TAAC woman to earn three Player-of-
the-Week honors when the conference 
awarded her the honor this past 
·Monday for her play last week. 
Davis, a 5-foot-7 senioF, averaged 
16.5 points, 9.5 rebounds, and 6.5 
assists in two UCF victories last week. 
She recorded her third double-double of 
the season by scoring 22 points and 
grabbing a season-high 13 rebounds in Davis 
a victory against Troy State. 
The UCF women's basketball team 
is 9-1 in conference play, two games ahead of their closest 
pursuers in the conference race. If the Golden Knights hold 
on to their lead, they would win their first ever TAAC reg-
ular-season crown. 
-TONYMEjIA 
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Knights look to avenge 
prior loss to Gents 
FROM PAGE24 
selected as the Player-of-the-Year. 
"Certainly, I'm a little surprised that they've 
played so well, but they do have a solid team in 
place," Speraw said. "McCollum is a terrific shooter 
and one of the best players in the TAAC, while in Ed 
Dotson, they have probably the conference's top 
freshman." 
Dotson scored 24 points and grabbed 10 rebounds 
in the earlier meeting between the two schools, while 
McCollum, who is ranked second· in the TAAC in 
scoring with a 20.0 points per game average, also put 
up 24. UCF was without Traina and Granberry for 
the game, as they have been for most of the last three 
weeks, while the game marked the first contest in 
which the Golden Knights were affected by a flu 
virus that struck the team late last month. 
Traina remains a game-time decision in every 
contest he plays in, while Granberry, although still 
bothered by shoulder problems will probably be able 
to play. However, the virus is gone, and barring any 
unforeseen injuries or illness (which is very possible 
the way things have gone this year), the Knights 
should be in better shape this time around that they 
were back in the first meeting in Shreveport. 
"We've had to deal with a lot of unexpected 
things this year, injury-wise, but we haven't used it as 
an excuse," Speraw said. "That shows good charac-
ter on the part of this team. They've kept plugging 
away at it." 
This will be the Knights next-to-last home game 
of the season, and UCF has taken advantage of its 
home court. It has lost only once at the UCF Arena, · 
dropping a non-conference game against Ohio 
University on Dec.28. UCF heads into the game 9-1 
in "the Dungeon", .including a perfect 6-0 record 
against TAAC competition. 
La Toya 
Graham and 
her UCF 
teammates 
will look to 
clinch the 
school's 
first-ever 
TAAC regular 
season 
crown at 
home this 
week. 
FUTURE FILE 
PHOTO 
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pcF sits atop TAAC 
FROM PAGE 24 
twice as hard.'.' 
The next improvement for the 
Knights may be defeating Samford 
and JSU. The Samford women's 
basketball team has improved from 
last season's dismal 3-23 campaign 
and is trying to lock up a spot in the 
conference tournament. Samford's 
(5-15, 4-6 TAAC) record may not 
show much improvement, but it has 
gone from a TAAC pretender to 
contender, thanks to leading scorer 
Jodi Morris . 
Morris, who averages 17 .8 
points a game, has taken some of 
the scoring burden off Aimee 
Cochran from a year ago. Cochran, 
who led SU in scoring in its first 
year of Division I play, is averaging 
12.2 points a game, second on the 
team. Junior college transfer 
Clarissa Tomlinson caps the 
Bulldogs high-scoring front court, 
as she is third on the team with a 
12.2 scoring average. 
If the Knights take care of busi-
ness against their lesser opponents, 
a perfect home slate ·will be in their 
· grasps. It will be twice as sweet 
with Jacksonville State, the lone 
TAAC team to defeat UCF this sea-
son, standing in the way. 
JSU led the TAAC standings for 
most of the season, but UCF's five-
game win streak combined with 
JSU's three-game losing streak 
helped propel the Knights into first 
place. 
JSU won the first game against 
UCF 77-70 on Jan. 21 in 
Jacksonville, Ala., but the 
Gamecocks may not be as strong as 
they were in January. 
The Gamecocks are still among 
the best shooting teams in the 
TAAC, as they are second in field 
goal shooting (43.9 percent) and 
first from the free throw line (72.4 
percent). JSU also shoots 33.7 per-
cent from three-point territory, but 
·allows its opponents to shoot 30.7 
percent against it. 
"We've had that game circled 
on the calendar since they beat us," 
Howard said. "That's the game that 
we need all our family and fans at. 
They are the only team to beat us 
and we resent that. We have to 
defend our home court." 
The Knights have every reason 
to believe they can defeat JSU. In 
the Jan. 21 loss, UCF shot only 43.7 
percent from the field while JSU hit 
50.9 percent of its shots. JSU was 
outtebounded by UCF by a 41-33 
margin, but beat the Knights inside 
with 23 free throw attempts and had 
the perimeter game working, as the 
Gamecocks hit on 45 percent of 
their three-point attempts. 
The upcoming week should 
give Bria one final look at the like-
ly contenders her team may face for 
the TAAC Championship. But, 
knowing Bria, she won't be satis-
fied with just one last look. 
- . . 
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Knights make waves in recruiting pool 
TRAVIS BELL 
S"/Mr HR/TEN 
The recruiting war for the Knights has 
been underway since midway through their 
9-2 season of a year ago. It resulted in three 
signings in December, 
followed by 26 more 
announced last 
13 on defense, and one on special teams. 
But most important, UCF beat out a num~ 
ber of quality programs because of the suc-
cess of Daunte 
Culpepper and the 
"What a difference a year makes." 
Those were the sen ti men ts of UCF 
football coach Mike Kruczek when he 
announced the 1999 recruiting class. Last 
season, the Golden Knights were victim-
ized by a lack of stability in their coaching 
situation. However, with UCF President 
John Hitt removing Kruczek's interim tag 
prior to this year's recruiting period, com-
peting schools los~ their advantage over the 
UCF program. The move paid tremendous 
dividends. 
Wednesday. 
"We had some crit-
ical areas that we had 
to fill athletically due 
to graduation," 
Kruczek said. "We 
have 20 seniors gradu-
ating, and we feel as 
though we've filled 
Overall/ by far and 
away this is the 
best recruiting 
class we have 
Knights since joining 
Division 1-A in 1996. 
"I know that one of the 
biggest questions is 
who's gonna take over 
for Daunte Culpepper," 
Kruczek said. 
Tennes~ee, and Florida while earning SEC 
All-Freshman honors at South Carolina. 
Meanwhile, freshman Brian Miller (6-5, 
225), a quarterback from Johnson City, 
Tennessee, signed with UCF after visiting 
Clemson, Florida, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee. Miller will probably redshirt 
next season to learn the offense while 
Penn, Kelvin Robinson, and Brad Banks 
man the Knights offense. 
"What h~ (Penn) brings to the table is 
tremendous experience against great oppo-
nents. He's a seasoned quarterback 
mechanically," Kruczek said. "He. (Miller) 
throws a 93-mph fastball and can throw a 
football 80 yards. He has run our offense 
(in high school). I think he' ll be the quar-
ever had. Two quarterbacks were 
-Mike Kruczek signed who can ade-
quately fill the void left 
"Overall, by far and away this is the 
best recruiting class we have ever had," 
Kruczek said prior to announcing his new 
signees. 
each one of those 
slots." 
Of the 29 · players signed by the 
Knights, 15 are slated on the offensive side, 
Knights aim for 
TAAC perfection 
at UCF Arena 
JEFF CASE 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF women's basketball team (13-9, 9-1) is 
sitting atop the TAAC standings with six games left in 
its conference schedule. The Knights have all but 
assured themselves a seed in the TAAC Tournament 
March 4-6, but refuse to be content with their success. 
"If you' re happy where you are, things start to go 
down hill," said coach Lynn Bria. "There's always 
something to work on and improve upon. I'm never 
satisfied." 
First on the list of improvements is finishing the 
home TAAC season without a loss. The Knights are 
4-0 this season at the UCF Arena and close out the 
home schedule this week against Florida Atlantic on 
Feb.11, Samford on Feb. 13 and Jacksonville State on 
Feb. 15. 
The Knights have never finished a season unde-
feated at home and will need all they can muster to. 
keep their home court advantage. FAU (3-17, 1-9) is 
having a difficult season and is likely looking for-
ward to the season's end on Feb. 27. The Owls rank 
near the bottom of the TAAC in scoring defense, 
allowing 77.8 points a game, while also ranking last 
in free throw percentage (60 percent) and field goal 
percentage (38 percent). 
But what the Owls lack in scoring they make up 
for in defense. FAU is third in blocked shots per game 
(2.6) and fifth in steals per game (9.4). UCF defeated 
FAU 77-62 in Boca Raton on Jan. 4 and should be 
able to take advantage of the Owls shooting and scor-
ing woes. The Knights average a third-best 69.2 
points a game and hold opponents to 66.6 
points a game. 
by Culpepper 's depar-
ture. Victor Penn (6-1, 175) was "one of the 
critical signees" according to Kruczek. He 
got big game experience against Clemson, \VILLIA:M:S,Page 19 
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Men play to 
break second 
place tie 
TONY MEJIA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Heading into play this week, the Samford men's 
basketball team remains undefeated, leading the 
TAAC by a comfortable margin and looking forward 
to February 's TAAC Tournament. For now, they have 
been put out of UCF's minds. 
Coach Kirk Speraw can't change the past and is 
not one to look too far ahead. So what if he ended his 
encounter with the Bulldogs with only five players. 
That loss, one of UCF's three conference defeats this 
season, is long forgotten. Currently, another of UCF's 
defeats takes center stage. 
Centenary, who after upsetting Georgia State is 
even with the Golden Knights in the loss column for 
second place in the TAAC, comes into the UCF Arena 
this Monday night with sweep on the brain. The 
Golden Knights, who were missing leading scorer 
Brad Traina for the first time all year in that 87-80 loss 
on Jan.23, played Stetson on Tuesday night and have 
just three games remaining on the regular season 
schedule. With the regular-season crown already 
wrapped up by Samford, UCF will play for second 
place. 
"We' re playing for seeding in the conference tour-
nament now," Speraw said. ''There are four of us 
playing for second (Georgia State, Centenary, Stetson, 
and UCF) and none of us wants to face each other. In 
fact, facing the seventh seed (which the second-place 
team does) looks to be a lot more of an advantage then 
facing the sixth seed." 
"We're confident, but we can't afford to have big 
egos," center Camille Howard said. "We have to play 
UCF, Page 23 
Davin Granberry has played through shoulder problems all season and is 
questionable for this week's games. 
The fact that the Gents are in the same position 
UCF is in comes as a surprise. Billy Kennedy's team 
was picked fifth in the TAAC pre-season poll, even 
though sophomore guard Ronnie McCollum was 
KNIGHTS, Page 23 
Recruiting special Baseball fever From the diamond Get your hoops fix 
Get a player-by-player UCF plays their second Look for updates on UCF Game stories from UCF 
synopsis of the '99 home series at Tinker baseball games and men's and women's 
recruiting class. Field against St. Johns. news. basketball action. 
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